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Multiple Strengths, Single Systern...LANguard.
Expanding Horizons... AM's
strength is our proven ability to respond
to CATV market needs with dependable
status monitoring systems. We can
tailor an efficient monitoring solution
regardless of your system's amplifiers,
power supplies or even its architecture.

Status Monitoring That
Works!...we have perfected the art
of gathering vital data for CATV systems
using virtually any brand of active
equipment -even mixed systems...

monitoring transponders, chances are
we can incorporate what you already
own into one effective, comprehensive
system.

The

PaybaCk...LANguard's amplifier, power supply and special end-ofline monitors take critical signal measurements of every important parameter throughout your system. Our
powerful software interprets and
displays this information in aclear,
easy-to-use form... presenting either a
global view of your system, or just a
small portion of interest.
In doing so,LANguard can save you
money... with fewer outages, reduced
labor costs associated with service
calls, better subscriber retention,
lower maintenance costs, plus
the all-important improved
customer perception and satisfaction from enhanced service and a
clear picture.

running on COAX and FIBER. Plus, if
you have already invested in other

LANguard also makes compliance to
FCC regulations more manageable.
Circle Reader Service No. 1

Invest In Status Monitoring
That Won't Ever Become
Obsolete...with hundreds of
LANguard status monitoring systems
installed throughout the word, we
encourage you to ask our customers how
completely dependable our monitoring
solutions are, regardless of the situation
or system design.
For today's CATV systems, and for the
systems of tomorrow...the watchword is
LANguard. Call 1(800) 248-9004 for
ultimate, single-system status monitoring.

COMMUNICATIONS
We're Keeping Watch!
1900 AM Drive •P.O. Box 9004
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354

1(800) 248 -9004

Fax: (215) 536-1475

ALL GUTS= SUPERIOR ATTENUATON
Center conductor totally
bonded to polyethylene.
100% bonded construction increases
mechanical strength and minimizes
possibility of suck-out.

Polyethylene enclosed air
"THE PERFECT" dielectric
—93% velocity of propagation.

Medium density jacketing

Aluminum sheath totally bonded
to polyethylene structure.

NO FOAM TO
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL

— «10

Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of
foamed cables have been scrambling to
attain the superior attenuation characteristics of MO The attempt means increasing our
familiar MC2diameter of .500" to .565" or
.625 "; and our .750" must become .840"
or .860" or .875 '.'
You may still use MC 2 in one size smaller
than the old foamed diameters. Even more
MC2 per duct, and easier handling. In aerial

installations, the effects of wind and ice—
loading are reduced even further.
And with the superior attenuation of MC
you don't have to clutter your lines with as
many amplifiers — about 20% fewer than
with foamed cables.
Low-loss MC 2is your gain in many ways.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

ainfflemilminaminsoll011111.1
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COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Call or write for afree sample and brochure:

TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
Circle Reader Service No. 2

800-874-5649
601-939-6637
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Telephony over cable: Does it make sense?
With TeleWest and Time Warner both getting more than just a
little serious about offering telephone services over the cable
network, the whole issue certainly warrants acloser look. Fred
Dawson, editor of the Cable ITelco Report and president of Dawson
Communications, examines the viability of telephony services over
cable, paying particular attention to the recent moves made by
TeleWest and Time Warner Cable.

32

How one operator got into the alternate access biz
Not long ago, Time Warner's Kent Vermillion thought aT-1 was
something related to the game of golf—and he's not afraid to admit
it. In this comprehensive article about starting acompetitive access
business, Vermillion describes how his Indianapolis-based system
became knowledgeable about the business.

38

CATV plugs into
telecommunication',

Cable/telco topology chart
41
Cable television and telephony networks have separately evolved
toward fiber-rich, redundant topologies in order to deliver advanced
services to customers. This chart graphically illustrates how each
industry is migrating toward the same network layout.

More on the Sammons/N.J. Bell deal
Recently, Sammons Communications made headlines when it
signed acontroversial deal with New Jersey Bell. In the agreement,
Sammons leases 60 channels of video from N.J. Bell over the next
10 years, while New Jersey Bell constructs anew, state-of-the-art,
digital broadband fiber network in the area. CED Editor Roger
Brown details the ramifications of the announcement.
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Ever wonder what happens from the time you pick up the telephone
to place acall until someone answers it on the other end? Wonder
no longer. Kristi Furer of First Pacific Networks outlines the basics
of how atelephone call is accomplished.
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Independent cable/telephone operators: An update
The nation's rural heartland functions as amicrocosm of cable and
telephone activity, with several small independent companies
operating both networks out of the same "headquarters." CED's
Leslie Ellis examines the plight of the rural independent operator.
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At last: A guide to the many acronyms and buzzwords that make up
telephone jargon. Although it's just apartial list, we think you'll
find this section auseful tool. Compiled by Gary Kim.
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upgrade your racks with the
remarkable new high-quality,
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Standard Agile IRD 11 can offer

With the Agile IRD II, you'll get
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C/Ku satellite receiver and acom-
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solid 100 KHz PLL tuning
accuracy and easy access to C or
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Ku bands and all scrambled cable

SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
(310) 532-5300
(800) 745-2445
FAX: (800) 722-2329 (U.S.)
FAX: (310) 532-0397 (Intl & CA)

programming. More importantly,
it gives you 70 MHz I.F., dual
down-converter circuitry, and
superb specs for textbook video,
even in areas of high terrestrial
interference.
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Represented in Canada by:
DGH Communication Systems Ltd.
Scarborough, Ontario •(416) 499-4746
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(ABOVE) THE CMP 500
CABLE TELEVISION
M EASUREMENT PACKAGE
— COMPLETE BASEBAND
VIDEO AND RF
MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY,
INCLUDING ALL FCC
PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS.

(ABOVE) THE 2714 CABLE TV SPECTRUM
ANALYZER AUTOMATES ALL COMMON CABLE SYSTEM
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS, INCLUDING THE FCC RF
PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS.

(RIGHT) A WAVEFORM
MONITOR, VECTORSCOPE
AND NTSC GENERATOR
CONSTITUTE A LOW-COST
SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE
BASEBAND MONITORING.

If you're concerned about meeting technical
standards, relax. Tektronix has the tools to
keep your system running at peak perfor-

Copyright © 1992, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TVG-123

TEE'S 2721 A/2722 A NON-I
NTERFERING SYSTEM
SWEEP IS THE MOST COMPACT, CAPABLE SOLUTION
AVAILABLE FOR SWEEP TESTING.

rtechnical
to comply with the new set of standards,
operators will be required to conduct
baseband video proof-of-performance
tests. Specifically, these will include
chrominance-luminance delay inequality, differential gain and differential
phase measurements.
In order to create auniform, nationwide scheme, the FCC said its standards
will .
preempt local standards Raw.—

standards
rural cable systems serving fewer than
1,000 people will be allowed to negotiate with the franchising aiithariti...
less restrictiv
allowed redu.
The FCC
franchise exec
susbscribers o
communicatio

mance, meeting your test and measurement
requirements easily, efficiently and economically.
Our products cover the gamut of baseband
video and RF measurement capabilities. Spectrum
analysis, system sweep testing, baseband video
measurements, fault finding in metallic cable and

its best. Finally, to provide service, sup-

optical fiber. And much, much more.

port and training to keep you on top.

FIBERSCOUT'' PINPOINTS
FIBER OPTIC FAULTS
QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY,
HELPING SPEED SYSTEM
P.ESTORATION.

Above all, our aim is to maximize your time,

Want to know

expertise and potential. To put sophisticated cap-

more? No problem.

abilities in reach of technicians at all skill levels.

Just cal your local Tektronix representa-

To keep costs low, reliability high, and quality at

tive or 1-800-TEK-WIDE today.

1-800-TEK-WIDE

Tektronix
Circle Reader Service No. 4

IN PERSPECTIVE

Tracking the evolving cable plant
The predictions and warnings of cable/telco/computer industry convergence
have been coming for along time, but it's now safe to say the era of integrated
telecommunications industries is finally upon us.
First, the Federal Communications Commission, under chairman Al Sikes, conceives
of an idea dubbed "video dial tone" that allows telephone companies to carry video over
their networks, provided they have no control over the content of the programming.
Then, in rapid succession, telephone companies announce plans to upgrade
their networks to broadband capability in order to deliver video to the home and
cable companies announce plans to implement digital technology and add fast-packet
switching capabilities.
In the past 90 days, the following watershed events have occurred:
•The RBOCs announce plans to test
the video dial tone concept via new and
improved broadband networks consisting of fiber optic technology into neighborhoods (or to the curb) with coaxial cable feeding video into the home. US West
says it will spend $13 billion to upgrade
its entire network over the next two
decades to offer video on demand, telecommuting, etc..
•TCI singlehandedly drives the digital
video compression market by announcing
it's intent to purchase one million decoders and deliver 500 channels of video
to the home.
•Time Warner says it plans to build its
Full Service Network, afiber-rich, digital
video network that utilizes fast-packet
switching in Orlando, Fla. by the end of
1993. One of the stated goals: to pursue
PCS, provision of long-distance services and teleconunuting (see related story, pg. 22).
•Southwestern Bell purchases the Washington, D.C.-area cable systems from
Hauser Communications.
The traditional lines separating telephony and video industries are being erased
at apace few would have fathomed just afew short years ago. That's exactly why
CED this month devotes it's entire issue to the changing cable/telco relationship.
To help educate the thousands of CATV technical personnel, we're offering awide
range of informational articles written by both traditional cable and non-traditional
voices. Inside this issue, you'll see:
•Illustrations of how telcos and cable companies are building essentially the sanie
type of network, but were driven to do it by different needs;
•An introductory glossary of telco terms to help readers sort out the maze of
acronyms and telco industry jargon;
•An explanation of why Sammons Communications decided to lease fibers
from New Jersey Bell instead of building its own network;
•Discover the lessons learned by Tele West, ajoint partnership of TCI and US
West, as it integrates telephony and cable TV services on the same network in the
United Kingdom;
•And lots of other news and views about what lies ahead for both cable operators and telephone companies.
We hope you enjoy this issue—CED's initial foray into the digital telephony/video
world. There will be more to come.
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Preventive medicine, reliable cures.

Think 01 Us As Your Cable Doctor!
It's nice to know that there's asingle
source you can turn to when your
cable system has aproblem, or needs
preventive maintenance. When
common ailments such as leakage,
distortion problems and changing FCC
regulations get your operation down,
Wavetek has asolution that will get you
up and running again, efficiently and
cost-effectively. As new conditions such
as coax-to-fiber transitions arise, we'll
support you with the new products and
technology that you need to maximize
your investment.

Ready when you are.
If you're upgrading to fiber for bypass,
alternate access, PCS, or to provide
better quality, Wavetek is ready to
supply you with the fiber instruments
you need. Our new line of Power
Meters, Light Sources, Fault Finders
and OTDR products continues the
Wavetek tradition of quality that you
have grown to rely on.
Catching a24-hows virus?
Wavetek's LineSAM II will give your
system intensive care! Forget the all
night vigils -the LineSAM II features

0 Wavetek, 1993

timed release tests that will help you
show the FCC aclean bill of health.
Easy diagnosis.
Wavetek's Lawman Software lets
you diagnose your system with aquick
analysis of LineSAM logged data. Now
it's possible to view your system's level
variation on one PC display.
Call your local Wavetek representative
today for more information on our
complete line up of exciting new
products and enhancements.
800-622-5515 317-788-5985

W AVŒTŒK
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COLOR BURSTS

Time Warner plans Full Service Network
test in Orlando system by end of year
Executives of Time Warner Cable
gained widespread press coverage by
announcing its plans to develop and
construct a"Full Service Network" in
portions of the MSO's Orlando, Fla. system by the end of 1993. The new network, which T-W calls a"two-way electronic superhighway into the home,"
will be capable of delivering a wide
range of interactive video and telephony
services to subscribers.
Time Warner Cable Senior Vice President of Engineering and Technology
Jime Chiddix said the concept will serve
as amodel for other Time Warner systems. "This is the initial deployment of
the system of tomorrow," he told CED.
He also said the FSN goes beyond simple digital compression and delivery of
near video-on-demand to include ATM
switching and digital storage of movies
to make them available at the push of a
button.
Time Warner plans to roll out the
system to about 4,000 subscribers by the
end of 1993. Services expected to be offered include: interactive, full-motion
video education services; VOD that includes movies, sports, cultural events,
documentaries and educational programs; interactive video games and
video interactive home shopping. Also,
PCS, long distance telephone access
and Picture Phone will be offered along
with competitive access, videoconferencing and high-speed data transfer.
While complete technical details are
still being sorted out, Chiddix said the
digital storage needed to make 500
movies available on demand would be
about 1terabyte (1,000 gigabytes). He
also said the company is counting on
high-speed packet switching technology based on asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) protocols to make the
switching functions areality.
ATM technology is presently quite
expensive, but Chiddix said prices will
fall dramatically because the market
will be spurred by this and perhaps
other annpuncements. "What ATM has
lacked is amass market," said Chiddix.
"We think this is the beginning" of creating that type of market for the technology. Chiddix added that he believed
the technology will be affordable for cable television use.
The adoption of ATM technology by
the cable industry is being recommended by several manufacturers as a
way to gain interoperability with the

data communications market. It will
allow entire communities to compete
head-to-head in interactive video games.
Requests for proposals for network
components—including taps and actives, fiber termination equipment, amplifiers utilizing a return band of 850
MHz to 1GHz, digital storage devices
and switching hardware—were scheduled to be sent out the middle of February, according to Chiddix.
Time Warner may have achance to
test it's "point of entry" side of the house
concept in the Orlando upgrade, according to Chiddix. "We haven't ruled
out POE on this project—we may deploy
both (set-top terminals and side-of-thehouse addressable control)."

US West plans
broadband plant
US West Communications may have
been one of the last regional Bell operating companies to articulate its video
dial tone plans, but the Colorado-based
company's plan is the most comprehensive announcement made by an RBOC
to date.
US West announced last month a
long-term, $13 billion plan to upgrade its
network to broadband capability utiliz-

aggressively pursue video services delivery throughout its 14-state region.
That stance is an apparent reversal of
the company's previous public statements of having no intention of overbuilding existing cable operators because the costs were too high.
But last fall, US West issued a request for information regarding upgrading its network to broadband capabilities and came away with pricing
information that showed an overlay network could be built at costs competitive with all-copper technology, according to aUS West spokesman.
US West has been considered by
many observers to be a"cable-friendly"
RBOC and is involved with TCI and
AT&T in a video on demand market
test in the Denver area. This announcement is not expected to affect
the test, according to sources from both
companies.
While making the announcement, US
West spokesmen said the company has
issued arequest for proposal to several
companies for the network components
needed to upgrade the plant to carry
voice, data and video. The proposals are
due by March 23.
The company said it expects to conduct a technical trial of the new network later this year and expects about
100,000 customers to be using it by the
end of 1994. By 1995, the company expects to add 500,000 customers per year
to the network through the end of the
decade.
The new network, which is being built

Unications
and fiber/coax architecture
Host digital terminal

Centr,11

Dq,ce

Fiber and coaxial
cables

Digital switch
Video
optical to electrical
conversion

Telephony
optical to electrical
conversion (OW»

Video
interdiction

Video set top
convertor

Twisted pair and
coaxial drop wires

ing digital technology in order to offer a
variety of video services, including video
on demand, telecommuting, telemedicine
and distance learning.
Coming just one week after Time
Warner Cable detailed its plans to build
a"digital superhighway," the US West
plan signals the company's intention to
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primarily to serve residential customers,
is expected to utilize a hybrid
fiber/coax/copper topology capable of delivering between 70 and 100 channels of
video to each home (without compression). The RFP requires that three channels of video be available to each home.
Interestingly, the topology chosen is

The world's first
500 channel laser
has arrived.

Harness the power of astar...Jerrold's
STARFIRE 750 laser is now available for your
network. 500 channels!
The STARFIRE 750 provides a750 MHz
passband allowing, for example, up to 60 analog
channels...with 500 more channels using 10:1
DigiCableTM video compression.
Like its STARFIRE predecessors, the 750
provides superior picture quality and analog
performance — even with the added digital loading.
All on one fiber.
Combining the advantages of bandwidth
expansion, digital compression and STARBURST
architecture, the STARFIRE 750 is ready when you
are. Once in place, it helps make an easy transition
to an analog/digital channel line-up. It's the next
generation of lasers.
Only Jerrold could introduce a500 channel
laser designed exclusively for cable TV And
we're not stopping there. We help you prepare for
tomorrow by working with you today. For
more information, ple2se call 1800 523-6678
(in the U.S.), 215-674-4800 (outside the U.S.),
or fax 215-956-6497 (anywhere).

Jerrold
General Instrument

e
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COLOR BURSTS
similar to the approach cable operators
have migrated to over recent years. Tom
Elliot, vice president of engineering and
technology at TCI, termed US West's announcement "gratifying" because it "confirms that our (cable's) infrastructure is
the right infrastructure. It's also interesting to note that we have ours in place
while there's is at least 10 years away."

Medical fund
established

SCTE files
EBS comments
The Society of Cable Television Engineers recently filed its comments on
industry participation in the Emergency
Broadcast System with the Federal
Communications Commission.
In the 20-page filing, the SCTE made
several recommendations related to cost
and implementation issues, including:
•SCTE suggested that EBS equipment purchases should not be made
mandatory unless state and/or federal
funding is available. In the Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, the FCC seeks
to make participation in the new EBS
system voluntary—but also seeks to
make equipment purchases mandatory.
The SCTE cites a potential cost of
$10,000 to $50,000 per facility to purchase the necessary equipment. According to Ken Wright, director of engineering at Jones Intercable, this would
result in atotal industry expenditure of
between $100 million and $400 million.
Without some assistance, rural headends simply could not afford to implement the program.
•Any currently installed override
equipment should not be obsoleted by
the new system, which could potentially
cost the cable industry between $144
million and $587 million, "depending
on the requirements."
•The SCTE's comments also included
a discussion of compressed, digitized
video signals, which it says will "not
initially be able to insert information or
override the programming on."
•Also, the SCTE asks that the FCC
specify only one device, in an attempt to
minimize development costs and delays. The device would contain "basic
features common to all participants."
The comments also ask that unattended operation be allowed, because
most cable headends are unattended.
A gradual phase-in period, instead of a
mandatory compliance deadline, was
also requested.
Wright says he expects the FCC to issue its proposed rulemaking sometime
this spring.

Jeremy, John, Barbara and Brianna
Figal (from left) in arecent photo.
Cable industry colleagues have set
up amedical fund for John Figal, a
42-year-old cable television engineer
from Denver and 15-year veteran of
the cable industry, who has been hospitalized since early December following the rupture of an aortic aneurysm
and subsequent cardiac arrest. Emergency repair of the aneurysm required
44 pints of blood, which the Denver
cable community replaced with aspecial blood drive at Tele-Communications Inc.
Figal is slowly improving, but sideeffects of some of the life-saving medications compromised circulation to his

Cablevision buys
interdiction gear
In one of the largest contracts for interdiction gear announced to date, Cablevision Systems Corp. has announced
plans to purchase $6.5 million of equipment from Scientific-Atlanta for deployment in about 40 of the MSO's systems as away to deliver abroadcast-only
tier of channels. The broadcast tier will
consist of local TV stations and public access, education and government (PEG)
channels.
Unlike most other announced deployments of interdiction, Cablevision
will deploy single-port units and power
them through the cable drop from customers' homes.
Interdiction provides addressable control of video services in auser-friendly
and consumer electronics compatible
manner. Video signals are sent "in the
clear" from the headend and then scrambled by the local interdiction unit, rendering the pictures unwatchable.
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extremities, resulting in the amputation of Figal's lower legs.
The cost of medical treatment at
Denver's Porter Hospital is rapidly
approaching $1 million, the limit of
Figal's health insurance. Further
surgery and extensive rehabilitation
will be needed.
Figal began his cable career in the
late 1970s with Cable Comm General,
then moved on to United Cable Television (and United Artists after the
merger) in the 1980s. In 1991, Figal
joined Synchronous Communications.
He is amember of SCTE and IEEE.
Figal's contributions to the industry
have been many—including measurement techniques resulting in more
meaningful equipment specifications
and testing; improved
hardware/firmware for addressable
convertors that made sophisticated
features more user-friendly; and generally helping raise the industry's
technical conscience regarding realistic expectations from CATV equipment and systems.
The "Figal Family Caring Fund"
has been established to benefit John,
his wife Barbara, 16-year-old Jeremy
and 13-year-old Brianna. Contributions may be sent in care of the fund
to: Norwest Bank, 66 West Springer
Drive, Highlands Ranch, Colo. 80126;
or call (303) 791-0344.
Cablevision chose interdiction because
it will be forced to offer the basic tier of
programming as aprovision in recently
enacted legislation and it needed away
to offer the tier without changing channel lineups. "This paves the way for us
to offer more secure services in commercial establishments and in high
churn areas," said William Quinn, Cablevision's president of cable operations.

Jottings
KBLCOM spent $5.8 million to acquire an equity interest in InSight
Telecast, aCalifornia-based developer
of an electronic program guide.
KBLCOM joins Viacom, Tribune Co.,
Spelling Entertainment, Sumitomo and
PBS as investors. KBLCOM viewers
will be offered the InSight service over
the next two years ...Texas Instruments and C-Cube Microsystems will
jointly develop integrated circuits for
digital audio and video compression ..
HBO signed the agreement with General Instrument for DigiCipher video
compression gear. cED

The first Signal Level Meter designed
to pinpoint RF/video problems and
performance test any RF distribution
system more accurately than any
other Signal Level Meter.
Sencore's New SL750A Channelizers are designed with your needs in mind.
The SL750A features:

• Direct keypad entry of either the channel or frequency in VHF/UHF
or FM from 5-810 MHz.
II

Super sensitivity to measure down to -40dBmV.

II

Simultaneous monitoring of both the video and audio carriers,
plus an exclusive pilot test that will make system balancing
asnap!

• Testing of C/N and Hum on active channels'. No need to tune
off-channel or remove modulation to make these tests.
II

L

Easy-to-use, automatic data collection.The stored information can
either be downloaded to acomputer or printer, giving you afull
spectral print-out. Great for doing system analysis, 24-hour
testing, or FCC documentation.

• Provides you with aquick test for analyzing ghosting, off-air
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thing that needed to be done had to be
done according to those rules.
For instance, if two people were assigned to the test board (because of seniority) and two others were working in
the equipment bays, the needs of the
customer were placed second to the need
to abide by the work rules. If a customer circuit was tested and found to be
faulty and the trouble was determined
to be in the equipment at the local end,
then the test board operator called the
person in the equipment bays and had
them check or replace the appropriate
device.
Let the customer wait?

Studied
inefficiencies
The formative years of my working
life were spent with the largest company in the world, that being the old
"Bell System." During the years that I
toiled there, the company employed
about 1million people. These men and
women were kept busy in abewildering
number of subsidiaries which were
themselves located in thousands of areas
in this country and abroad.
As aBell employee, if you were lucky
enough to be sent to one of the Bell System schools (and a surprisingly large
number of people were), then you not
only got adose of intensive training in
the subject at hand but you also got a
subtle lesson in the culture and structure of the old gal—Ma Bell—herself.
Telco: Rational inefficiencies
During this time, all was right with
the world (the telecommunications
world, at least) and the biggest issue
was the periodic need to enter into collective bargaining with one or more of
the unions that represented the workers. The effect of the enormity of the
company and the power of the unions
was to create some very strange and
inefficient practices that seemed perfectly rational at the time. Every
worker's job assignment was given according to seniority and every little
By Wendell Bailey, Vice President,
Science and Technology, National
Cable Television Association

So far this sounds perfectly fine, but
if the workers in the equipment bays
were busy on some other problem, you
(and the customer) had to wait. This
was true even though people were
trained and qualified to walk over to
the equipment bays and make the necessary adjustments or repairs themselves. Indeed, the abiding mindset was:
"The customer can wait."
Ibring up this bit of trivia in order to
illustrate akey point about the changes
that are beginning to occur in the telcom
marketplace. The primary management
outcome of the rigid company and union
work rules was one of general inefficiencies. That is, it took more people to
do things than was strictly necessary. In
the world and era of Rate of Return
(ROR) earning rules, this was not only
OK but was actually good for the bottom
line—and thus good for the stockholders.
Under the ROR, acompany earns a
return based on some percentage of the
investment in the business (this includes labor and all attendant costs).
As you can see, if five people (or testboards or trucks) could do the job that
one or two could normally handle, then
the return would actually be higher (14
percent of $2 million is more money per
year than 14 percent of $1 million).
There is no built-in incentive to be frugal, you see.
Inertia breakdown
The world has changed since those
heady days and that change will likely
affect those of us in the cable industry.
The RBOCs (the seven pieces which
made up the bulk of the operating side
of the old Bell System) are doing everything they can to push the envelope of
regulation out to a shape that allows
them to be in any business that they can
make work on their network. This network will have to be changed to handle
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some of the services they would like to
sell.
Therein lies the first of several problems that the RBOCs face.
In order to get the capital they need to
upgrade their networks to handle new
services, the RBOCs need to accelerate
their plant depreciation. This shows up
on the expense side of the balance sheet
and is thus deducted from taxes, leaving
more profit. The money from this source
is to be used to finance the introduction of new network technologies.
These new investments will have a
higher price tag than the old plant.
Thus, under an ROR type of plant, the
RBOCs would be able to raise their
rates.
The world, however, has not stood
still. The major move in rate regulation
is toward one of price caps. In this plan,
acompany is required to charge acertain rate. The profit the company is allowed to earn is the difference between
the actual costs to provide the service
and the price that is allowed.
The first question is whether the price
cap as set for the old style network is the
base point for any newly-deployed network. A second question relates to
whether or not these new technologies
will generate efficiencies that will result
in increased margins that can be used to
finance development in yet newer services and networks.
The old Bell system lasted over 100
years, and in the last 25 years before divestiture, the management style made
little or no progress into the modern
world.
The biggest question that the RBOCs
and the cable industry have to answer is
whether or not the heavily ingrained
ethic of studied inefficiency will last
into the new era and whether or not
the cable industry can take advantage of
the inertia of that system to deploy the
new services that customers want on a
network that is already deployed and
rapidly accepting new technologies
now.
Reinvent yourself
As new competitors come to woo our
customers, the best and most potent
weapon to deploy is to re-invent yourself
in ways that provide more and better
services and services to the market. We
have the advantage if for no other reason than the fact that we have inertia on
our side.
The way to make that fact work for us
is to find ways to give our customers
what they want—before someone else
does. CCD
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Determining local
CAP potential
In this ever-changing business, technology and regulatory climate, we can no
longer consider ourselves to be in the
CATV business. Our very survival as an
industry, over the long haul (no pun intended), will likely dictate that we consider ourselves to be in the telecommunications industry, with the transport of
video entertainment services as being
only a part (albeit a large one) of our
overall product offering.
The hybrid fiber/coaxial infrastructure that we build and rebuild in the future will certainly be capable of offering
a plethora of services that are unmatched in the telecommunications industry today. Competitive access is simply one of those services. But how do you
determine if there's a need? Let's examine the practical side of determining whether or not there is an opportunity in your franchise area to tap into
this market.
Establish a relationship
As in any market, one of the first issues to consider is the development of an
excellent relationship with your customer. In the competitive access market,
you will ultimately have two customers
that need to feel that you are offering
them avaluable, reliable and competitive service to that which is being curBy Chris Bowick, Group Vice
President Technology, Jones
Intercable

rently provided by the local exchange
carrier (LEC). These customers include
the entrenched inter-exchange carrier
(IXC) and the end user. In most cases,
your customer will be the IXC, and it
will be you, through the DCC, that will
provide the needed route diversity and
competitive access to the end user.
It is absolutely crucial that you develop astrong professional relationship
with all of the major IXC's including
AT&T, MCI, Sprint, etc. AT&T, for example, has indicated that within the
next five years, it will be spending
around $1 billion annually with competitive access providers (CAPs). I
Once it has been determined this is a
business you would like to be in, and you
have begun to develop relationships
with the IXC's, the next step in the process will be to determine which franchises offer the best financial opportunity, and rank them accordingly. There
are several criteria that should be used
to rank the market, and to determine
how you will play in that market including: the location and amount of long
distance traffic in and around your franchise areas; the location of the IXC
points of presence (POPs); the location
of the LEC central offices (COs); the location of your existing (or planned) fiber
optic facilities, and whether or not there
is an existing CAP in your market. It is
possible, after all, that instead of becoming aCAP, to lease your fiber optic
facility to an existing entrenched CAP.
Request "Demand Sets"
The location and amount of long distance traffic in and around your franchise areas can be determined by working with the various IXCs and by simply
driving out the system. The first step in
the process is to request Demand Sets
from the Ms. A Demand Set is alisting of the DCC's customers in agiven geographic location, complete with their
address, and the amount of traffic they
utilize (DS-1, DS-3, etc.).
This is obviously proprietary information and must be treated as such.
Demand Sets will typically not be provided by the IXC without first signing a
non-disclosure. They are typically provided as adatabase file on disc, or as a
listing on paper. In addition to this customer information, the Demand Set will
also indicate traffic flow, i.e. to which
POP location the particular customer's
traffic is routed.
POP and central office (CO) locations
must also be found. AT&T's POPs, because they are aregulated utility, are a
matter of public record in adocument
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called AT&T Tariff 10. The POP locations for MCI, Sprint and other Dœs are
not in the public record, and must be obtained directly from the IXC. Hence another reason to develop agood working
relationship with them.
Once this information is obtained, the
next step is to go through the tedious
and time-consuming process of plotting
each of these locations on amap of both
your and the adjoining MSO's franchise
areas. This process will give you an immediate, and quite powerful, visual indication of the market potential, and
precisely where it falls relative to your
current (or planned) fiber infrastructure. It is critical that you look at both
your franchise areas as well as those of
your adjoining MSO's, because in many
cases, it will be possible for you to work
together to expand the market potential.
In some cases, for example, the Demand Sets will identify a number of
large users in your franchise area, but
the POP locations to which they must be
connected will fall in an adjoining MSO's
franchise area. Another possibility is
that you might find the vast majority of
traffic originating outside your franchise area, but there might be several
POPs located in your franchise area.
Somehow, these two entities must be interconnected with afiber optic path.
This would obviously be an excellent
opportunity to work closely with your
adjoining MS0(s) by interconnecting
your fiber optic facilities where it makes
good business sense, and creating an
equitable split in the revenue generated. As you might imagine, it is the
"equitable" portion of the business relationship that is sometimes the most
difficult to work out. It's fairly easy, on
the other hand, from a purely engineering perspective.
If there is already an entrenched CAP
in your franchise area, it probably
wouldn't be abad idea to begin discussions with it on the potential for the lease
of existing dark fiber within your franchise area, especially if it has not yet
built-out its system. Or, if you are planning a major rebuild that includes an
extensive amount of fiber, it might not be
abad idea to begin negotiations with the
CAP on the potential routing of that fiber
to suit its needs. If you have done your
homework and plotted the information
contained in the Demand Sets, and if
you have sound maintenance and
restoration plans in place with a passion for, and history of, excellent customer service, the CAP will probably be
interested in talking to you—especially if
it views you as apotential competitive
threat who knows the business. QED
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LOOKING AHEAD

Full service
network
The Full Service Network, Time
Warner's electronic superhighway into
the home, is the culmination of Time
Warner's vision for its cable television
systems. It provides aplatform on which
Time Warner's customers will have access to ahuge array of entertainment,
education, information and communications services and demonstrates the
potential of today's cable television delivery system to evolve quickly and costeffectively into the communications infrastructure of tomorrow.
Built on a coax foundation
The foundation of this vision is the existing coaxial network which, over aperiod of several decades, has been
brought to the property lines of virtually
all of the homes in the Time Warner
Cable franchise areas. The network currently delivers television service to about
60 percent of those homes. Today's cable
television network architecture limits its
capacity to the distribution of a few
dozen television channels throughout
a neighborhood. But the potential capacity of the coaxial cable already in
place is far greater than that.
One step beyond Quantum
The first major step in the process of
evolving these systems to amuch more
By James A. Chiddix, Sr. Vice
President, Engineering & Technology,
Time Warner Cable

powerful network was demonstrated a
year ago in Queens, N.Y., with the
launch of Quantum cable service to several thousand customers. By taking advantage of fiber optic technology to install fiber trunks to small neighborhoods
of afew hundred homes, adramatically
different architecture was implemented.
The initial impact of that new architecture was to allow the delivery of 150
analog television channels to all customers, making the Quantum service
possible, with abroad selection of standard cable services, as well as alarge
number of choices of pay-per-view
movies and events.
Another key event has been the development over the last year by anumber of vendors of practical digital video
compression technology. This development opens the possibility of transmitting hundreds of television channels on
the existing coaxial network. However,
when compression technology is combined with the fiber-to-the-neighborhood architecture of Quantum, the enormous digital channel capacity in each
neighborhood is multiplied by the number of fiber trunks serving acluster of
neighborhoods.
Digital storage
Two additional technologies beyond
fiber optics and digital video compression enable this network to offer infinite
capacity. One is truly high-capacity digital video storage. It is estimated that a

The Full Service
Network will provide
virtually any kind of
interconnection
service.
digital "library" large enough to store
500 two-hour movies might require one
terabyte of memory—that's 1,000 gigabytes or one million megabytes. To put
that in perspective, today's personal
computers typically have hard disk
memory with acapacity of between 20
megabytes and 80 megabytes.
In addition to very large memory capacity, it also is necessary that tens of
thousands of customers be able to access
information from memory—often the
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same information—simultaneously.
These very large, multi-access digital
storage systems, or "servers," represent
atechnology which is just beginning to
mature. The Full Service Network will
make use of exactly this kind of digital
video library.
ATM switching
The other necessary element to realize the Full Service Network is the
switching capacity required to route
digital information, whether it be video,
voice or computer data, from the digital
libraries to individual customer terminals. This requires adistributed form of
high-speed packet switching.
A great deal of work has occurred
around the world refining aprotocol for
this switching. It is referred to as ATM
(asynchronous transfer mode) switching.
Time Warner expects to use this technology to route digital information
through the Full Service Network.
The servers will interface to the ATM
switch network, as will the feed points
for each fiber trunk to each neighborhood. The terminal in each subscriber's
home will be an ATM terminal, capable
of receiving and reconstructing information from high-speed digital packets
addressed to it. This terminal also will
contain digital video decompression
technology to regenerate an analog picture for display on the subscriber's television set.
In addition to video, the terminal will
be capable of receiving and transmitting
virtually any other kind of information
which can be digitized.
Other applications
Once this digital switching capability
is in place, it also can be used to route information through the network to enable
such things as PicturePhone, wireless
personal communications networks, direct access to long distance telecommunications carriers and high-speed computer interconnection.
In summary, the Full Service Network will provide virtually any kind of
interconnection service which consumers or businesses require. It can be
built virtually as quickly as demand is
demonstrated, and certainly much more
quickly than other networks which require the rewiring of America. It can
be constructed at reasonable cost and,
most importantly, can be deployed on an
evolutionary basis, with investment
paced against the development and acceptance of new services which generate
supporting revenues. CUD
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Passive Optical Network
architectures and applications
p

assive Optical Networks (PONs)
have generated considerable interest for telephony applications,
and this architecture has been claimed
to be very suitable for distribution of
video signals as well. The term PON
covers an array of design variations (e.g.
two fiber vs. one fiber), and several trial
networks have been built using different
designs.
This paper describes anumber of cur-

potential, it is almost inert, it is available in cables which are small, light
and easily handled compared to metallic cables, and it has very low transmission loss which does not vary significantly with temperature.
Its major drawbacks are that splicing
is more difficult than for copper cables
and the cost of optoelectronic transducers is high. These drawbacks are
steadily yielding to technological im-

term goal is to take fiber all the way to
the customer. This approach is usually
called "fiber to the home" (FTTH). It
will give the transmission benefits of
fiber and the "future protection" provided by the bandwidth potential of
fiber.
However, it is not economically feasible at present. The cost of fiber optic
systems makes it necessary for anumber of customers to share each fiber net-

Figure 1: PON Architecture
Customer terminals

Exchange

Trunk fiber

Terminal

Optical
splitter

Figure 1

rent approaches to PON design, and
typical parameters are given. The characteristics of atypical PON video delivery systems are described in terms that
allow network operators to evaluate the
applicability of this technology to their
networks.
Optical fiber is an almost ideal transmission medium. It has huge bandwidth
By C.E. Holborow, P.P. Bohn, and S.K
Das, AT&T Bell Laboratories

provements.
Optical fiber transmission has been
the technology of choice for long distance digital transmission for adecade,
and is steadily becoming cost effective at
shorter and shorter distances. In CATV
networks, FM fiber optic supertrunk
systems have been in use for many
years, and AM fiber systems have supplanted coaxial trunking in most newand rebuild construction in the past two
years.
In telephony applications, the long
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work terminal. This approach is usually
called "fiber to the curb" (FTTC).
Terminology
A variety of terms for the two terminal types in aPON network appears in
the literature. For readability, this discussion is written in FTTH terms, but it
applies with obvious changes to FTTC
networks as well. The term "exchange
terminal" is used for equipment that is
located in the telephone exchange (or
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central office) and the term "customer
terminal" is used for the equipment located at the customer site (or at the
curb). "Downstream" is from the exchange to the customer, and "upstream"
is from the customer to the exchange. In
aCATV application, the exchange terminal would be the headend.
In the literature, the exchange terminal is variously called Exchange Terminal (ET), Central Office Terminal
(CST), Subscriber Loop Terminal (SLT),
or Optical Line Terminal (OLT). The
customer terminal is usually called the
Optical Network Unit (ONU), but other
names such as Network Termination
(NT) and Distant Terminal (DT) can
also be found.
Motivation and issues
The PON approach to telephony access networks is an attempt to reduce
costs by taking advantage of the following:
1. Most access network links are short
(optical loss budget afew dB).
2. Low and medium rate (low power
consumption) digital communication
systems can accommodate loss budgets
much greater than typical access networks.
3. Residential and small business access customers can be served by an average of less than three lines per customer. Even medium-sized businesses

only require a24-line trunk to connect
to aPBX. Low rate digital systems can
easily serve tens of customers at this
rate.
4. Cost savings can be realized by
sharing the exchange transmitter laser
over multiple customers.
5. Sharing feeder fibers is also possible if splitters are placed in the field
close to the customers.
6. Sharing laser and feeder fiber over
more than 20 customers means that
network cost is dominated by the customer terminal, so higher splitting ratios
yield only small extra savings.
These points suggest an architecture
which has asingle "low rate" transmitter (say 20 Mb/s to 40 Mb/s line rate)
broadcasting to 20 or more customer
terminals, with each customer using
only part of the total bandwidth. The
signal travels on asingle feeder fiber to
apoint near the customers, where it is
split and routed down separate fibers to
each customer terminal (see Figure 1).
Clearly, this is a point-to-multipoint
transmission architecture which is logically, but not physically, the same as
that used in the present CATV network.
The classical telephony architecture is a
point-to-point structure. The PON
equipment design is optimized where
possible to reduce the cost of the customer terminal.
Many major issues must be addressed
to complete the design of afully func-

tional network:
•The discussion above addresses only
the downstream (exchange to customer)
link. The upstream (customer to exchange) link must also be implemented
at low cost. The upstream fiber network
is assumed to be the same topology (and
in some cases the same network) as the
downstream network. The loss budgets
in the two directions are the same and
only a single exchange receiver is
needed. Sharing upstream bandwidth is
more complicated than sharing downstream bandwidth because customer
terminal transmissions must be timed to
avoid collisions.
•Privacy. Signals must be secured
and customer terminals must be monitored and controlled to ensure that data
for one customer is very difficult for another person to intercept.
•Operations and maintenance. The
whole network must not be taken out of
service to add anew customer or to service a faulty customer terminal. This
and other operational issues require
careful design of control software and
operational procedures.
•On-line bandwidth allocation. Because customer service requirements
change, it must be possible to change the
bandwidth allocated to acustomer without interrupting service to other customers.
•Power savings. To conserve power,
customer terminals must have a"sleep"

Figure 2: Use of 2x2couplers to allow
different NB and BB splitting ratios
Splitter
tree
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PON choices
A wide variety of PON architecture
implementations have been suggested,
and several trial systems have been
demonstrated using very different techniques. The main choices (which are interrelated) to be made are:
1. How many fibers should go to each
customer?
2. What line protocols should be used
to share downstream and upstream
bandwidth?
3. What wavelengths should be used
for downstream and upstream transmission for narrowband and broadband
service?
These questions are probably best understood by enumerating possible answers. While the discussion thus far has
centered on narrowband (NB) telephony
service, any viable architecture must
also be capable of carrying broadband
(BB) broadcast CATV service. It is desirable that normal AM CATV should be
possible, for the same reasons that AM
is used in CATV coaxial distribution.
Number of fibers. Some possible
answers to question 1are:
A. Two fibers: One for each direction,
wave division multiplex (WDM) NB and

Figure 3: SBS threshold for CW laser vs. length
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Optical coupled power (dBm)

mode which they enter when there is no
active traffic for them. (This is important
for telephony services, where battery
backup at the customer terminal is
usual.)
•Fiber breaks. How do you locate a
fiber break between splitter and customer terminal without interrupting
service on the network? Ideally one
would prefer to do this from the exchange terminal. This may be feasible
using a wave division multiplexer
(WDM) to separate optical time domain
reflectometer (OTDR) signals from traffic signals on the network.
The OTDR dynamic range must be
high to cope with the splitter loss. the
OTDR display will show superimposed
traces because each customer line will
generate a separate reflection. If the
fault cannot be seen among the superimposed traces, fault location must be
done from the customer end. If service
personnel do not have access to the customer end, it is necessary to work from
the splitter by opening up asplice.
•Measures must be taken to prevent
afaulty customer terminal transmitter
from jamming the network with continuous transmission. The obvious requirement is global and addressable
commands which instruct all (or one)
customer terminal(s) to stop transmitting, and redundant transmitter disabling circuitry in the customer terminal.
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BB downstream.
The broadband signal will suffer loss
because of the WDM, but this is only a
small part of the loss budget. Isolation
of the customer BB receiver from the NB
signals must be excellent to prevent

degradation of BB performance.
B. Two fibers: One for NB (bidirectional), one for BB (one-way).
There is achoice here with the NB on
one bidirectional fiber. The line can be
full duplex using aWDM or directional
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couplers, or half-duplex allowing only
one end to transmit at atime. If aWDM
is used, the isolation must be high
enough to prevent the transmitter from
interfering with the co-located receiver.
If directional couplers are used, the optical reflections must be kept low so
that near-end crosstalk does not interfere with reception. If the optical loss
budget is high and the network generates optical reflections, it is possible for
the level of the reflected transmitted
signal to be comparable to the signal
received from the far end'. Using ahalfduplex approach, where the exchange
terminal transmits a long burst and
then each of the active customer terminals transmits ashort reply burst, most
concerns about optical reflections on
the NB fiber are eliminated, but the
data transfer rate possible for agiven
line rate is also roughly halved.
C. One fiber: Bidirectional with WDM
of NB and BB to customer.
Use of one fiber is clearly more economical, but it is also more complicated
because it involves both WDM of the
downstream signals and bidirectional
use of the fiber. In addition to the points
mentioned, at the customer terminal
the isolation between the upstream
transmitter and the downstream broad-

band receiver must be excellent. However, all of this is within the capability
of existing optics technology.
Line protocol. Downstream traffic
must be multiplexed into asingle bitstream. The bandwidth allocated to each
customer must be changeable on-line
to cope with changing customer needs.
To best utilize the system capacity, it is
highly desirable that bandwidth unused by one customer be available for allocation to other customers. The protocol must also address many operational
details such as bringing anew customer
terminal into service, verifying that a
new terminal is authorized to be on the
network, as well as detecting and isolating faults.
The upstream traffic must be time
division multiplexed in such away that
the bursts from the customer terminals
do not collide at the exchange receiver.
This is accomplished by measuring the
range to each customer terminal and
giving each terminal a delay time to
wait after it receives the end of the exchange transmission before commencing
its transmission. The range measurement requires aguard interval in the return path time allocation so that anew
terminal of unknown range can be
brought into service.
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Various degrees of interleave of the
customer terminal transmission have
been proposed, from bit interleaving to
full burst interleaving. Longer transmissions reduce the number of guard intervals, so there is less dead time (or
more data for agiven line rate).
Bit interleaving requires very accurate ranging: To within a small fraction of abit if guard intervals are to be
avoided altogether. This is necessary
because so many guard intervals would
be needed that data throughput would
be too low. It also requires control of
the customer transmitter laser power by
the exchange terminal, together with
an advanced exchange receiver, because
consecutive bits from different customer
transmitters will not be the same amplitude but must be nearly so in order to
be received without error.
Burst interleaving requires fast clock
acquisition by the exchange receiver,
but is otherwise more robust. However,
it is less efficient in terms of data rate for
agiven line rate.
Another tradeoff to be made is in the
choice of frame length, where one frame
is one complete cycle of transmissions by
the exchange and all customer terminals. A short frame reduces the delay
through the network. However, ashort
frame also reduces the efficiency of
transmission because the proportional
loss of bandwidth attributable to network overhead and guard times is
higher. The loss of efficiency may require ahigher data rate.
Wavelength choice and WDM. To
keep costs low, an uncooled laser should
be used in the customer terminal and
both the line protocol and wavelength
choice must allow for this.
For telephony applications, the normal wavelength for narrowband data
is the 1300 nm window. This is a reflection of the maturity (and low cost) of
devices at this wavelength. For the exchange laser, the choice is arbitrary,
and the 1550 nm window could serve as
well, particularly because dispersion on
the short links will have no effect on
digital signals but may have major impact on AM wideband signals.
Because the customer terminal transmitter cost is amajor item in the network cost, 1300 nm uncooled lasers are
preferred for this function. Wave division multiplexing is possible to allow
simultaneous use of both windows. At
present, dense WDM using several
closely placed transmitters in the same
window is not economic, but this possibility remains open for future use.
Typical narrowband parameters.
Typical parameter ranges for narrowband PONs are:

FIBERLINE
•Range: Up to 10 km (six miles)
•Splitting ratio: 8, 16 or 32
•Number of 64 kb/s channels: 150400
•Optical loss budget: 20 dB to 30 dB
•Optical line rate: 20 Mb/s to 40 Mb/s
Broadband PON design. The optical
loss budgets above are suitable for FM or
digital CATV transmission systems. The
application of these two technologies to
PONs is straightforward but use of either
of them today would make acustomer
terminal expensive and provide insufficient channels for abroadcast CATV service. The advent of compressed digital
television will make digital CATV delivery on PONs much more attractive.
Typical PON loss budgets are far beyond the reach of AM technology using
DFB laser transmitters. Lower splitting ratios must be used for broadband
distribution with these systems. This
is easily achieved if the splitting tree
uses 2x2 couplers, with multiple AM
systems feeding into the splitting tree at
lower splitting ratios than the NB transmitter (see Figure 2).
The need for multiple transmitters
and "trunk" fibers increases the cost of
the system. The high cost of broadband
distribution is fundamental to the use of
AM fiber optic systems: Such systems
require high receiver power levels compared with digital or FM systems.
For acarrier-to-noise ratio of 48 dB at
the customer terminal, a typical AM
system must have a received optical
power of about -7 dBm. (Receiver noise
current 6pQ/*VHz and four percent optical modulation index assumed.) A typical DFB transmitter operates at 6dBm,
so the optical loss budget of the system
is 13 dB. If 6dB is allocated for connectors, fiber loss and splice loss the splitter loss can be 7 dB, which allows a
four-way split.
The only option to support higher
splitting ratios is to increase the transmitter power. This suggests consideration of externally modulated systems
or optical amplifiers. These technologies have not been widely deployed to
date, and there are some limitations on
how they can be used.
External modulation systems currently operate mostly in the 1300 nm
band. They use a narrow line source
laser, and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) limits optical power in the
trunk fibers to less than 15 dBm for a
short fiber and less than 12 dBm for a
longer fiber (see Figure 2 2,3 ). Higher
power transmitters can be used, but the
optical signal must be split at the exchange to keep the level in the multiple
trunk fibers below the SBS threshold.
Available optical amplifiers operate in

the 1550 nm band. On standard fiber,
dispersion will cause excessive second
order distortion unless compensation is
used4.While optical amplifier repeaters
could be used in the outside plant, the
network would no longer be passive.
Summary
This paper has described the motivation for and typical characteristics of
passive optical networks for telephony
services. It also examined the delivery of
CATV services on networks of this type.
While the optical power demanded
for AM fiber optic transmission of CATV
signals makes it uneconomic to consider
PON service to the customer, some current applications of AM fiber systems in
CATV trunking can be regarded as
PONs, with the termination points being the optical nodes where conversion
to coaxial distribution takes place. The
current splitting ratios are limited by
the power available from the transmitter to values much lower than those
used in digital telephony PONs. CND
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TELEPHONE OVER CABLE

Telephony over cable:
Is it viable?
N

ot long ago, the thought that acable system could be transformed
into a telephone network with
the attachment of modems at either end
of the line would have met with howls of
laughter among cable engineers.
But, while no one is ready to say it's
quite that simple, the past few months
have witnessed a tremendous vote of
confidence in the possibilities emanating
from Time Warner Cable, TCI and U S
West, not to mention agrowing lineup of
manufacturers who are looking at ways
to meet anticipated demand for such
capabilities.
"We're getting alot of inquiries (stateside), though nobody has made any commitments," comments Andy Paff, president of Optical Networks International,
which, with AT&T, is developing avoiceover-cable system for TeleWest, the U.K
joint venture between TCI and US West.
Not only cable companies but talcos as
well are intrigued at the prospects, Paff
adds. "It's easy to see why they're taking
alook at this," he says. "If,
as we anticipate, you can
put POTS (plain old telephone service) and broadband video on afiber/coax
network at $800 to $1,000
per customer, you're getting
an interactive broadband
plant for what it would cost
you to put in acopper ADSL
(asymmetrical digital subscriber line) and for less
than it would cost you to
Headend
14 CO
put in aPOI'S FITC system."
TeleWest International,
the joint venture between
411,
TCI and U SWest, has been
testing asimilar product developed by First Pacific Networks and will begin alargescale deployment of the
ONI/AT&T system in the
CATV fiber to
second quarter next year.

test over a real cable system is Time
Warner Cable, which is just beginning
what promises to be a long-running
market trial of voice, including discounted long distance, and a bevy of
other new services over its 150-channel
Queens system. Time Warner officials,
in the recent announcement of plans to
roll out "full service networks" companywide (see related story, pg. 22), made
it clear that they would be exploring
"cablephone" services on abroader scale
next year, when they turn up the 4,000
household segment of the new network
design in Orlando.
The beauty of the technology, which
really involves avariety of technical approaches, depending on the vendor, is
that it could help establish afoundation
for delivering virtually any type of advanced service one might imagine, says
Jim Ludington, project director for advanced cable systems at Time Warner
Cable.
"We, like many other cable compa-

nies, are looking at providing any type
of service that one might associate with
the concept of video dialtone," Ludington
says. "Once you turn the information
into bits with time slots you can squirt
anything you want up and down the
line."
Time Warner Telecommunications
President Dennis Patrick says discounting of long distance services, such
as the testbed with MCI in Queens,
N.Y., has the potential to be an important part of the new revenue stream
generated by full service networks. However, Jim Chiddix, senior vice president
of engineering and technology for Time
Warner Cable, cautions against reading
too much into the video aspects of the
multifaceted Queens trial. "This is just
another of the service applications we intend to look at," Chiddix says. "It's real
early to say how the market for this
technology is going to evolve."
The first step in setting up the system
for the types of market trials that T-W
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plans to conduct entails testing the distributed switching system developed by
First Pacific Networks. FPN is one of
several vendors working on equipment
that will enable voice delivery over
fiber/coax star/bus cable networks.
Officials emphasize that the FPN system was selected for preliminary testing,
with final vendor selection for the market tests to be made later. "We're using
FPN gear at this point simply because it
is available," Chiddix submits. "There
are lots of ways to carry this type of information over our networks."
Indeed, agrowing number of vendors
are indicating interest in the possibilities including Philips Broadband Networks, ADC Telecommunications and
Siemens. The last two are telephone industry suppliers with little or no in-

LUDINGTON

"Once you turn the
information into
bits with time slots,
you can squirt
anything you want
up and down
the line."
volvement in U.S. cable.
Pall says the cablephone project has
been one of the largest endeavors yet undertaken with AT&T, although he won't
elaborate on the technical details of the
project.
However, there was much to be
learned about the company's evolving
thinking on the advanced networking
front in comments made by Earl Langenberg, vice president for engineering
and technology at TeleWest during the
SCTE's recent Emerging Technologies
conference in New Orleans, La.
Top management nods
While U SWest appears to be shying
away from the cablephone approach
even as it embraces cable's fiber/coax design for its broadband domestic networks, Langenberg's and other's comments in New Orleans leave little doubt

that the approach has won top management endorsement as the strategic
foundation for expansion at TeleWest.
And it appears to match thinking at
TCI and Time Warner, as well.
Langenberg, echoing Ludington's remark quoted earlier, described ahighly
flexible evolutionary path for cable networks that would permit cable operators
to "plug and play" virtually any type of
service without resorting to adding
switches or other large-scale electronic
components to the plant in the field.

Further, Langenberg said his company will be implementing the new design ideas throughout its properties in
the U.K. to facilitate the delivery of telephony, cable entertainment and every
other type of service over asingle hybrid
fiber/coax network.
"It has become almost agiven that cable operators in the U.K. won't provide
telephone services over twisted-pair
wire," Langenberg said at the Conference. "There is recognition now of an
overwhelming need to integrate all ser-
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vices over asingle broadband network."
"Everything we're doing in Britain
has obvious implications stateside," adds
Ed Callahan, senior vice president for
technology at ONI.
"I would agree with much of what
Earl said," comments David Fellows,
senior vice president of engineering for
Continental Cablevision, which is partnering with TCI, Cox Enterprises and
Comcast Corp. in Teleport Communications Group, an alternate access
provider. "The feasibility of offering
voice services over cable systems is an
important part of our thinking in the
Teleport deal."
The network strategy outlined by
Langenberg in apaper jointly written
with Callahan not only signals the growing viability of cablephone technology—
it also offers an approach to combining
frequency multiplexing over servicespecific modem-like devices with use of
a new "hub divider" network component which permits low cost extension of
fiber to whatever penetration levels
make sense for agiven type of service,
Langenberg cited addressable cable
converters and digital music boxes as examples of modem-like units presently in
use by the cable industry. Similarly, he
says, modems now in production for

voice communications, data transport
and other applications will permit ded-
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ication of various frequencies within
the cable network transmission spectrum to such services,
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Carl McGrath ,
supervisor of the AT&T Bell Laboratories CATV Systems Group, says
the packetized format will provide an interface between incoming signal streams
and the channel package delivered to
subscribers that would permit increases
or changes in subscriber services without major electronics changeouts.
Chiddix, in describing plans for Orlando, says Time-Warner will seek bids
on household hardware as well as network equipment that will accommodate
exploitation of ATM capabilities to the
fullest extent. He says it is unclear how
the box functions will be allocated in
the home, but that it looks like there will
the
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on the cable channel spectrum to different types of services, which Langenberg referred to as the "passband" approach, provides cable systems the
flexibility to employ whichever transmission modulation schemes make
sense for aparticular service in isolation
from the techniques used for other services.
AT&T's cable hardware group, which
is working with ONT to develop a 1GHz delivery platform for cable, is hoping t,o persuade the industry to use asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
technology to maximize the flexibility of
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be a separate unit for handling voice
traffic, possibly offering some advanced
cordless connections as well, while a
digital compression/ATM unit will process entertainment and data services.
Langenberg notes the possibilities for
ready adaptation to new services
through the use of passbands "include
but are not limited to: time division
multiple access, frequency division multiple access, code division multiple access, synchronous data, asynchronous
data, isochronous data, fast packet data,
switched multimegabit data, cell relay
data, frame relay data, asynchronous
transfer mode, single channel per carrier
or multiple channels per carrier."
While there are similarities in the
approaches to "cablephone" technology
among various vendors, the products
also have important distinctions, Langenberg notes. One key point of departure concerns vendor approaches to concentration of voice circuits, where users
contend for connection over achannel in
acluster that is some fraction of the total user base.
Cablephone variations
"For the local exchange telephone carrier, concentration is affected at the
central office switch, where there are
fewer
trunk
circuits
than
residential/business lines," Langenberg
says. "Integrated telephone modems (for
cable) come with and without concentration, and of those that concentrate,
some incorporate adistributed switching capability and others do not. Cablephones that do not switch require a
class-5 type of central office switch to
provision aswitched service."
Along with dedication of channels for
specific types of modems, the cable strategy entails different levels of fiber penetration for different types of services,
Langenberg says. He uses three examples—broadcast cable service, video on
demand and voice—to illustrate the
variations in fiber topology that will be
required by an advanced cable network.
Because everyone within atargeted
group gets the same set of broadcast
cable services, the optical service area
can be very large for this category of
service, Langenberg notes. For example,
he says, an externally modulated laser
with a 20 dB optical "budget" would
serve several fiber links, reaching atotal of 50,000 households.
Where video on demand is concerned,
the number of households comprising a
service area depends "on the available
channel capacity for the service, the degree of acceptable contention, expected
service penetration and expected buy

rate at the busiest time of the busiest
season."
Langenberg, using calculations provided by Jerrold Communications President Hal Krisbergh, says that at alevel
of fiber penetration representing 2,000
households per area served by asingle
laser, VOD would require dedication of
24 channels to the service, assuming
60 percent of the homes passed by cable
take basic service and 50 percent of
those subscribe to VOD at an average
buy rate of 200 percent per month, with

apeak usage rate of eight percent. At
the other extreme, without any contention for channels, which is to say
without the possibility that all VOD
users might go on line simultaneously,
the number of homes served would be
limited to 80.
For voice, the service area segmentation depends on the degree of concentration of circuits at the central network locations, Langenberg notes. In
his examples, he assumes 30 percent
of households would be subscribers to
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the phone service and used typical telephone industry use and blockage rates
(one call out of 100 blocked; approximately 11 users per circuit).
It was possible to piece together some
of the details of the emerging cablephone products from comments made by
Langenberg in combination with information supplied by the paper that accompanied his talk in New Orleans.
Apparently, the AT&T/ONI "cable
loop carrier" system, without employing
concentration of circuits at points up the
line in the network, will require fiber
penetration to 500-home nodes, assuming 30 voice circuits per 1.5 MHz of
bandwidth and dedication of only two 6
MHz channels to voice service systemwide. (Again, assuming 30 percent
of the households are taking the service.)
The FPN system, offering 56 voice
circuits over two 5.5 MHz channels and
employing some degree of concentration, would require fiber penetration at
the level of 2,083 homes per node. The
new Philips "digital highway" system
envisions transmitting a 30 Mbit/sec
data stream on asingle 6MHz channel,
with ahigh level of concentration that
expands the market base to 10,200
households per hub.
"Each of the three cablephone products known to be in current development have unique attributes
that affect overall cost and
performance," Langenberg
says. "The ability to concentrate or not concentrate,
switch or not switch must
be analyzed against aframework that includes service
quality, reliability, cost effectiveness and network flexibility."
But he made clear that
Headend
whichever approaches to
CO
voice, VOD and other services are taken, TeleWest
will have the flexibility to
adjust fiber penetration to
meet specific service design
CAN fiber
2,000 home
and demand requirements
nodes \
without over-committing to
use of fiber at the outset.
1111
The key to this flexibility is
Telco fiber to
the hub divider, Langenberg
four 500 home
says.
nodes
For
example,
the
fiber/coaxial interface for the
broadcast cable services
might be at a point where
each node services 2,000
households, but it might be
necessary to extend fiber
deeper to provide adequate
voice capacity. This would

require that the fiber carrying the voice
service extend beyond the primary node
to intersection points along the coaxial
portion of the distribution path.
The hub divider, which could be
mounted in the lid of acoaxial RF amplifier, would terminate this extension of
voice-carrying fiber, supplying an optical
receiver and RF amplification for the
downstream signal and an upstream
transmitter to put the signal onto the
fiber from the coaxial line. In addition, it
would employ anotch filter to block the
voice signals traveling on the coaxial line
from the previous node, thereby allowing
reuse of the frequency for the users on the
line beyond the hub divider.
Langenberg says his company hopes
manufacturers will adapt their amplifier
housings to accommodate hub dividers.
"Should this occur," he says, "it would be
asimple process to replace the amplifier
with ahub divider and pull new fibers
to that location or, where available, to
use existing pre-provisioned fiber
spares."
Attractive as all this might seem from
a cable perspective, U S West, which
earlier indicated it wanted to learn more
about cablephone technology as apossible alternative to standard POTS delivery as it moves into broadband networking, now says it has doubts whether
cablephone would pan out, given the
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scope of telephone service advances now
hitting the telcos.
John Czak, executive director of network and systems planning for the
RBOC, says the company had left open
the option for respondents to its newlyissued broadband RFP to "offer alternatives" to the fiber-to-the-curb POTS
design which he says he now favors.
But he seems skeptical that any such
ideas would force achange of course.
Czak says that while such systems
might work fine for traditional POTS, he
was concerned over how readily such
technology could be used to expand service offerings. He declined to elaborate
on what the presumed drawbacks might
be.
Czak's remarks ran counter to the
mood of many vendors who had responded to last year's request for information. For example, an official at
Siemens, prior to receiving the new
RFP, says his company was discussing
the possibilities of working with First
Pacific Networks to weave together the
two companies' technologies into ahybrid fiber/cable-based means to delivering voice at the performance levels
sought by U SWest.
ONI officials, meanwhile, decline to
discuss their intentions vis a vis the
RFP, other than to say they were "continuing to focus on cable." CED
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Fiber: Not just for
breakfast (or cable)

S

At TW, we evaluated FM sufor years. That felt comfortable, too, so
ince 1985, the Indianapolis Division
of Time Warner Cable has been
pertrunking, microwave, and fiber optics
we ordered six reels of four-fiber cable.
utilizing fiber optic technology to
against the criteria of maintenance costs
The two headends are 7.8 strand
and reliability. The construction costs for
generate revenue sources outside the
miles apart (See Figure 1.) We overfiber fell in between the other two optraditional cable television business.
lashed the fiber to existing cable plant
Two of the most challenging applications, and although fiber did not have a in both franchise areas. There were five
tions have been in advertising insertrack record at that time, the projecsplice locations along the route, and we
tion and long distance alternate access.
tions for minimal maintenance and high
contracted with Indiana Bell to do the
Granted, ad insplicing, because
sertion in cable prothey had a fusion
gramming is nothsplicer. The splice
Figure 1: IDA Park 100/north west
ing new, but I
loss specification
fiber ring and Park 100 to Carmel backbone
believe the way it is
was a stringent
done in Indianapo0.25-dB or less
lis is unique. Long
69
(very difficult to
HAMILTON COUNTY
!
distance alternate BOONE COUNTY ,L
achieve in those
MARION COUNTY
access (LDAA) is a MARION COUNTY /
days). It took a
complete departure
whole day to splice
Indianapolis
from cable tradithe first location,
Interconnect
tion. In fact, LDAA
and we had to ac\
is the telephone
cept one splice loss
65
IDA Plant
business. This is a
of 0.3-dB! In spite
j
eComcast
brief history of our
of that outrageous
adventures in nonsplice we have had
CATV fiber optics
only three fiber-rein Indianapolis.
lated outages in
eight years, and
465
those were catasThe Indianapolis
45
Interconnect
trophic damages to
the cable.
Greater
IndiWhen the Indi74
anapolis is served
anapolis Interconby two cable operanect (as it is now
70 —.... called) was actitors in a"doughnut
and hole" configuvated, Comcast
Time Warner
ration. Comcast opsent commercials
erates the doughfor eight channels
nut; Time Warner
via the fiber from
operates the hole.
its master switchLate in 1984, the
ing unit to the
two operators deslave unit in our
cided they could sell
headend. Initially,
more advertising if
we had problems
they could provide
with the linearity
advertisers with acof the 1985 vintage
/
cess to all the cable
lasers. Sending
465
homes in Indieight channels on
J
anapolis from asinone fiber did not
465
gle point. It was
provide the caragreed that Comrier-to-noise ratio
reliability were so tempting we decided
cast would manage the advertising and
(CNR) we expected. We discovered that
Time Warner would provide an interto risk using the new technology.
sending four channels per fiber on two
connect between the two systems.
The system chose to use Catel FM
fibers improved the CNR by 3dB.
gear as the modulation equipment beIn addition, intermodulation prodcause it felt comfortable. We already
ucts were pretty severe, and they were
By Kent Vermillion, Engineering
had a 30-channel FM supertrunk.
inherent in the lasers. FM channel spacManager, Indianapolis Division, Time
Belden, our long-time supplier of drop
ings had to be calculated to fall between
Warner Cable
wire, had been making fiber optic cable
intermod beats, and the four chan38 Communications Engineering and Design March 1993
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COMPETITIVE ACCESS
nels/fiber scenario made it easier to
dodge them. The Interconnect has since
been upgraded to 12 channels, all on a
single fiber, thanks to a newer, more
linear laser. Now advertisers can put
their products and services in front of
200,000 cable customers in the Indianapolis area.
Indiana Digital Access (IDA)
Puffed up with the success of our initial venture into the optical world, we
scanned the horizon for other applications. Over in Hawaii, Jim Chiddix and
company were building adigital headend-to-hub interconnect with fiber, but
our FM supertrunk worked just fine for
our single hub site.
And at that time,
there was no such
thing as a broadband AM fiber link.
But we kept an ear
1
,
to the ground and
learned that Dave
Pangrac and some
folks in Kansas City
were exploring op- 11%
portunities with
data transmission
over fiber. We threw
our line in the water in Indianapolis.
It took almost a
year, but in 1987 we
finally got a bite—
from along distance
telephone company.
One Call Commu
nications
is
a
provider of regional
long-distance service. One of the
early meetings between them and us
went something like
this:
One Call said,
"We provide long g
distance service to
an office building in
downtown
Indianapolis." Inodded.
Iwas familiar with
office
buildings
downtown.
"We want to get
eight tee ones to our pop, which is also
downtown." Ifelt sorry for them, but I
failed to see how we could help their
dad with his golf game. It occurred to me
that we might not be speaking the same
language.
"What's apop?" Iasked.
"It's our point of presence in Indianapolis. It's the point at which local

phone traffic can jump onto our long
distance network." My face lit up.
"Oh, it sounds just like a
trunk/bridger!" Blank stare. We definitely did not speak the same language.
It turned out that a T-1 was telephone nomenclature for 24 duplex voice
circuits. Eight T-ls meant the equivalent of 192 (8 x24) telephone lines. Until they met us, One Call had only one
way to get those telephone lines to its
POP. It had to pay the local phone company. What we were discussing was a
means of alternate access from the office
building to the POP. We had access to
rights-of-way in downtown Indianapolis.
What One Call wondered was whether
we could provide them apath to their

sive because the source is an LED instead of alaser.
First axiom of telephony

The reason we decided not to use multimode again is aby-product of the First
Axiom of Telephony: They always want
more. Telephone traffic always increases, so the pipeline must be able to
expand with the flow of traffic. Our
multi-mode pipeline had severe limitations to expansion. The inefficiency of
modulating an LED source and the effects of modal dispersion in the fiber itself conspire to create a finite bandwidth that is inversely proportional to
distance. Thus, amultimode fiber with
a bandwidth of
400 MHz at 1
kilometer will
only have a 200
MHz bandwidth
at 2 kilometers.
As we are all
aware, the bandwidth of singlemode fiber is theAT&T's P.O.P.
oretically only
limited to the
bandwidth of the
Fiber route
lightwave equipment and connectors.
Once we realized that we were
P.O.P. for
officially in the
QWEST &
LDAA business,
MCI
we also realized
that we knew
very little about
it. One early development helped
significantly. We
PO.P. for
teamed up with a
P.O.P for Network
GTE &
provider
of
Control Center
Telcom
telecommunica•One Call
tions equipment
c.
•CNI
•Litel
to form Indiana
•CTI
•ALLNET
Digital Access
(IDA). We knew
P.O.P for Williams Telcom Group
how to build a
•LDDS
•WilTel
fiber pipeline, and
•Southern Pacific
•Cable and wireless
they knew how to
•TeleDial
light it up. The
tr t.
—'fl
in
significance of
Downtown Indianapolis
this partnership
was that we could
POP at acheaper rate than the phone
learn the new business while it develcompany. We said we wondered, too.
oped and produced revenue.
Aside from becoming our first sucAfter that, each new project became a
cessful LDAA project, it was also our
clinic for us. We learned that aT-1 at
first and last foray into the realm of
1.544 megabits/second (Mbps) was at
multimode fiber. The reason we chose
the slow end of the high-speed world of
multimode technology was because the
digital communications. The next layer
path was only 2.4-km long and the lightup was the DS-3 at 44.7 Mbps—the
wave equipment is much less expenContinued on page 57

Indiana digital access carrier loop
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The evolving local loop

Traditional local lc

Feeder cable (1,200 -3
The traditional local portion of the tele7
Central
Office
phone network involved stretching adedicated set of wires from a central office or wire
center out to each customer premises. By the
late 1970s, though, telephone network
designers had begun to use a new concept,
that of the "serving area," to reduce the
amount of capital investment required in a
new-growth area. The idea was to plan, in
advance, for network resources sufficient to
Dis
serve an area containing several hundred to
3,000 homes, but to defer actual installation
of plant until new housing construction creAll customers
ated an immediate demand.
directly linked with
The "carrier serving area" was further
central office
developed with the advent of digital loop carby adedicated
pair of wires.
rier, a method of gaining more channel
capacity without adding new wiring to the
existing plant. This type of upgrade involves
the use of digital transmission at 1.544
Mbps on asingle pair of wires that former- Digital loop carrier
ly could carry only a single voice
conversation. Such capacity repreFeeder
Central
sents 24 voice circuits. A DLC
Office
network replaces the serving
area interface with a remote terT-1 circuit puts equivalent
minal featuring circuitry to conof 24 wire pairs on a
vert signals from analog to digital
single existing pair.
form, multiplex
a0
CL 0
and demulti• cj
Remote terminal
0
plex them.
demultiplexes T-1
Optical loop
signals, converts
digital signals
Distribution cable
2,000 fee
carrier essento analog form.
tially substitutes
optical
Drop
Remote
wire
fiber media for
terminal
the older copper
wire running between the cenCarrier serving area
tral office and the RT. The future
fiber-to-customer network will
move fiber closer to the customer
location, to the curbside in some cases, to
neighborhoods of a
few
hundred
Fiber-to-curb network
homes in other
Central
Optical
cases.
headend
network te
1.544 Mbps
Note that the
cable TV "fiberto-feeder" design
mirrors the optical loop carrier
network. Though the physical topology
of the distribution
network (cable TV
Hubbing deployfeeder) may be difment reduces
cal
ferent, the logical
amount of fiber
network unit
deployed by using
topology of both
higher speed
networks can be
transmission.
4
identical.
•
CD

ele

.

Host digital
terminal

Carrier serving area

Drop cabk
can be tw,
pair and c.
cable.

Talk to the leader in fiber distribution sc
Call 800-722-2009

Scientific
Atlanta

Our customers are the winners.

Cable/telc°
comparison chart
Throughout the 1990s, headlines will be made by cable companies planning to upgrade their networks
with digital video compression, fast packet switching capabilities and digital video servers—all in an
attempt to reconfigure their networks to provide awide variety of on-demand programming to television
viewers.
Meanwhile, the telephone companies will be making news by installing thousands of miles of new fiber
into neighborhoods, then entering the home on coaxial cable and/or traditional twisted pair copper wire.
This broadband capacity will also be used to deliver adizzying array of new video services to consumers.
The fact is, cable companies and telephone companies are embarking on voyages that will take different
routes but probably end up in the same place. Network topologies, though given different names by the
two industries, are beginning to take on
Cable TV fiber-to-the-feeder design similar physical appearances and logical
functions.
0
Node
The telephone local loop is evolving
Headend
toward the topology cable operators have
chosen to implement since the advent of
fiber optics. Cable operators are exploring
the wisdom of developing regional
interconnects—tying together a
multitude of headends to share
common equipment—that begin to
Bridger location
resemble the way telephone
companies make long distance
phone service possible.
In order to graphically
illustrate this concept, CED
magazine presents a
Serving area
cable/telco topology
comparison chart
showing these
concepts.
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This series of diagrams shows that asimilar change in physical topology (network layout or design) has been occurring in both local telephone and cable TV networks. Where telephone central offices, analogous to headends, originally used asort of mesh design, entailing pointto-point connections, the latest thinking is to connect COs using aring
topology. That provides network redundancy (backup signaling paths)
and simultaneously reduces the sheer bulk of cabling needed to connect
the offices.
Note the similar thinking within the cable TV industry, beginning
with the Rogers Cablesystems design, also based on the ring concept.
Cable Television Laboratories and Time Warner Cable Group also advocate the use of ring architectures to connect cable headends, hubs and
other facilities as well. Again, the point is that the physical structure of
a modern cable TV or local exchange carrier network is fundamentally
alike, suggesting that each might be capable of carrying signals now
transported by the other type of network.
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Continued from page 40
equivalent of 28 T-1 circuits. Most of
our customers, who are other long distance providers, wanted one or more
DS-3s. In 1987 the newest equipment
out was capable of multiplexing data
at arate of 565 Mbps—the equivalent of
12 DS-3s, 336 T-ls, or 8,064 basic voice
circuits—over asingle fiber.
During our learning/customer acquisition process we developed the Second
Axiom of Telephony: Once they decide
what they want, they want it now. They
could easily take nine months to make
adecision about what they wanted, but
once they decided, we had to respond at
afrantic pace. Trying to convince apotential customer that it was worth waiting six months for something they could
have tomorrow, if they called the local
phone company, was daunting.
Compounding that difficulty, our success relied on being able to provide the
same service at a lower price. But in
order to guarantee areturn on our investment, we had to ask for along-term
commitment. So, not only were we asking them to wait to get the service, once
they got it, they had to keep it for two to
five years. IDA developed slowly.
The IDA "network" has gradually
evolved from aseries of point-to-point
hops. Interestingly, the hops took on a
remarkable similarity. It turns out that
our customers are customers of each
other. For this reason, they like to locate
their POPs in close proximity to each
other (see Figure 2). Sometimes they
are even in the same building. They
utilize each other's local and long distance networks to provide their own
service.

the network. Thus, we were introduced
to route diversity. Just like that, the
size of the project doubled. A 28-mile
loop shoots out from the downtown loop.

It seems that light
years have passed
since we first saw
video delivered by fiber
from aheadend eight
miles away.
At its northwest extremity the loop
passes through a few business complexes that have provided additional
customers for IDA. With minimal construction, they can have their digital
traffic brought into the loop.
The growth of IDA has also provided

benefits to the cable side of our business.
A handful of our cable technicians have
become fiber optic technicians. We're
very proud of them. They have developed their expertise in fiber splicing,
activation and troubleshooting to such a
degree that other Time Warner systems
in the Midwest have utilized them to activate AM fiber projects for cable service.
When we deploy fiber for cable-TV in Indianapolis, our staff will already be
trained. Another benefit is that until
we deploy fiber for cable we have enough
experience to strategically place fiber
now so it will benefit both businesses
later.
It seems that light years (pun intended) have passed since we first saw
video delivered by fiber from a headend eight miles away. Fiber optic technology has improved dramatically since
1985. We just bought a battery operated miniature fusion splicer and a
portable computer with alaser diode/detector card and software that allows the
computer to operate as an OTDR. Neither existed in 1985.
Have you read the articles about the
telcos getting into the cable business?
We have been in the telephone business since 1987. We have met the competition, and he is us. CEO

Route diversity

CHAMPION pedestals, enclosures,
housings and accessories finish
FIRST in quality and price.
Superior manufacturing, paint
processes and customer service
provide "The CHAMPION Edge."

oie Reader Service No. 22

As an example, it might make more
sense for One Call to send traffic to another city by using MCI's network than
to do it themselves. Guess who provides
the fiber between the two? It became apparent that a loop through all of the
POPs would be advantageous to all parties. With each successive project, fiber
was routed to take advantage of the
loop concept. Today the IDA loop in
downtown Indianapolis interconnects
the POPs of 13 long distance companies.
As IDA grew, so did the scope of the
projects. MCI moved an operator service
center to Indianapolis in 1989. The facility is located in the northwest part of
the city. The MCI POP is 14 miles away
in the middle of downtown (see Figure
1). Live operators are acritical part of
MCFs customer service provisions. They
required 100 percent reliability from

SAMMONS/NJ BELL

Sammons answers New
Jersey Bell's call
T

he next time you receive an unsolicited letter in the mail addressed
to "Cable operator," don't throw it

away.

Executives of Sammons Communications didn't, and it resulted in the first
cooperative agreement made between a
cable operator and a local telephone
company under the Federal Communications Commission's video dial tone
rules.
Under terms of the agreement, Sammons will for the next 10 years lease 60
channels of video from New Jersey Bell,
which is constructing a new, state-ofthe-art, digital broadband fiber network
in Morris County. The network, which
will utilize BroadBand Technologies'
Fiber Loop Access (FLX) system to deliver both voice and video signals over a
hybrid fiber/coax topology, will be offered to nearly 12,000 telephone customers and more than 8,000 Sammons
cable-TV subscribers in Madison,
Florham Park and Chatham Borough,
To service
providers:
billing, event
provisioning

Video
Administration
Module (VAM)

To service
providers:
billing, event
provisioning

Level 2
gateway

Navigation

N.J. The three communities are located
about 10 miles west of Newark.
Bell Atlantic, the parent company of
New Jersey Bell, is arguably the most
aggressive RBOC (regional Bell operating company) when it comes to pursuing opportunities in video signal
transport. The company also tenaciously
lobbies both local and national regulators, seeking control over video content,
which it is presently barred from doing
by the 1984 Cable Act.
New Jersey's legislature and Board of
Regulatory Commissioners has given
New Jersey Bell (NJB) the green light to
upgrade its aging copper twisted-pair
network with an advanced digital fiber
system under aproposal known as Opportunity New Jersey. That agreement
allows NJB to spend $1.5 billion between now and 1999 to upgrade its
plant—provided NJB doesn't raise its
basic telephone rates to fund the project.
While the New Jersey Cable Television Association fought for more than a
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Discussions between Sammons and
NJB were precipitated by asolicitation
letter sent by Bell Atlantic to every cable operator in New Jersey more than a
year ago, says Comstock. That letter
apparently sought a cable partner to
lease video delivered via afiber-to-thecurb telephony network.
After Sammons showed initial interest in such an arrangement, it took between six and eight months of negotiation over terms and concepts to arrive at
a workable understanding, Comstock
says.
Madison, Florham Park and Chatham
Borough were chosen because they were

Remote Access
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year to deny NJB that right, operators
such as Sammons "felt it was going to
happen anyway," comments Edwin
Comstock III, Sammons' vice president
of operations and the person who negotiated the arrangement with NJB.
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SAMMONS/NJ BELL
three municipalities that could be easily broken out from Sammons' Dover
Cable system, which services the area.
Furthermore, Dover Cable was due for
arebuild anyway and design work had
already commenced. In fact, the balance of the Dover Cable system will be
undergoing arebuild from 36 channels
(300 MHz) to 60 channels (450 MHz)
with afiber backbone at the same time
NJB builds its network and offers it to
Sammons for lease.
"Several other communities were
openly discussed" by NJB and Sammons as possible candidates for the new
network, but the three chosen were singled out because they featured aerial

Sammons prefers to
call its arrangement
with New Jersey Bell a

GAIN MORE
S
IDE REACH AND
BETTER LINE
ACCESS WITH
THE NEW

TEI29EA

11.0e'

"trial," although the
project spans
10 years and 8,000
homes.
construction and served primarily residential areas, says Comstock.
While Sammons prefers to refer to
its arrangement with NJB as a"trial,"
it clearly goes beyond that in both length
and breadth-10 years and 8,000
homes. Yet Comstock says this venture
will be the benchmark that determines
whether other Sammons systems are
added to the fold.
What Sammons gained
Why would an established, respected
cable operator enter into such a cozy
arrangement with atelephone company
that so openly espouses its intentions to
compete with the cable industry? How
did Sammons overcome antagonistic attitudes that have existed between the
cable and telephone industries since
the first pole attachment fights? What
does Sammons gain by agreeing to give
up ownership of the cable plant?
"Our interest lies in the potential of
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Dover headend to NJB hardware co-lothis network as the platform to deliver
cated in the headend for delivery
innovative information services," says
throughout the area serviced by NJB.
Comstock. "This test is part of SamFrom there, the telecommunications
mons' continued commitment to proequipment built by BroadBand Techvide quality service to our customers.
The cooperative effort with New Jersey
nologies (BBT) takes over.
According to BBT, the FLX system
Bell will allow us to develop and deploy
uses multiple 64 kilobit-per-second data
new services and advanced services to
streams to deliver narrowband services
our mutual customers as the network
evolves. Through this test we hope to
(voice and low-speed data) and multiple
one-way 45 megabit-per-second
maximize the potential of what we may
switched data streams for the broadprovide our customers in the future."
band (video) services. BBT hardware
Part of the deal calls for Sammons to
presently embeds one digital video chanwork with NJB to test market informanel in each 45 Mbps data stream, but
tion services such as video-on-demand,
home banking, home shopping, educacan be upgraded to carry multiple chantion and health care services.
nels in the future.
It was this mutual interest in proThe FLX system consists of several
pieces of hardware (see Figure 1), inviding information services that allowed
Sammons and NJB
cluding:
•A Host Digital
to essentially check
Terminal, which
their guns at the
can be placed at the
door when negotiaSammons will handoff central office or at a
tions opened. "I see
remote terminal.
synergy working
Each HDT serves
with them," Combaseband signals
about 300 substock notes.
scribers and proSo why not build
it themselves? Cost
vides up to 378
from its Dover
voice channels and
was the primary
64 broadband inforfactor, according to
headend to the New
Comstock. The New
mation streams.
• A Multi-SubJersey Bell conscriber
Optical
struction plan calls
Jersey
Bell
hardware
Network
Unit
for fiber to the curb
(MSONU)—inand utilization of
stalled curbside,
digital switches—
co-located in the
this device termiexpensive equipnates the fiber disment, especially
headend for delivery
tribution system
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SAMMONS/NJ BELL
television receiver. The DVT takes commands from ahandheld remote control
and digitally transmits commands upstream to the switch.
•Video Headend. A baseband "headend," located at each video source, performs analog to digital conversion of
the video signals while signals that have
already been digitized are simply multiplexed with the others and sent to the
HDTs. MPEG technology will be utilized to increase the capacity of each
45 Mbps data stream to 24 video channels, resulting in a capacity of 1,536

metering services such as Nielsen and
Arbitron have been seeking this capability for years as away to effectively
track viewing trends.
Other system capabilities include flexible tiering (which will become important under the provisions of the new
cable legislation enacted last year) in
which every user could be offered acustom combination of channels; full impulse pay-per-view ordering; narrowcast programming targeted to
geographical pockets as small as 250

subscribers; and complete relief from
signal leakage from trunk and feeder
plant (because it's optical).
Comstock sees the relationship between Sammons and New Jersey Bell as
advantageous for both parties. He says
afuture filled with awide range of advanced telecommunications services
"will require some common bonds" in
order to have those services delivered effectively. "Economies of scale will be an
important issue." am
By Roger Brown

Sammons will lease 60
channels of video from
New Jersey Bell, which
is constructing adigital
broadband fiber
network.
video channels.
•Remote Access Module (RAM) and
Video Administration Module (VAM).
These software-controlled, computerbased subsystems provide telephone and
cable TV interface to the FLX system.
RAM provides provisioning, testing and
performance monitoring of the telephone
network while VAM interfaces to CATV
billing and event provisioning systems.
Along with the network come several
advantages that are derived out of builtin digital intelligence. For example, the
address of each DVT set-top unit is tied
to aphysical location, so if the box is disconnected, it cannot be used in another
location. Furthermore, an internal
alarming system will alert the system
operator when a box is disconnected.
The idea is to reduce theft of service as
well as theft of hardware.
The BBT system delivers three channels of video the house, allowing for any
three channels to be watched in any
combination in each and every home.
Or, viewers will be able to watch one
premium channel while tape recording
another and still watch yet another
channel on a second receiver. This is
something that presently can't be done
on cable decoders, which descramble
and deliver just one scrambled channel
at atime.
Because the video is switched, the
BBT system can provide a record of
each and every channel change performed by subscribers. While that information will be held in confidentiality,

Affiliates in the Eastern and Central time zones should be
receiving The Discovery Channel signal from Satcom C-4,
Transponder 21.
Affiliates in the Mountain and Pacific time zones should
be receiving The Discovery Channel from Galaxy V,
Transponder 12. After Sunday, March 21, Discovery's
programming will begin at 9am PST every day for those
receiving the Galaxy VSignal.
Any questions? Please contact us
at (301) 986-0914.

Circle Reader Service No. 26
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Inside t
he PSTN realm: A
tele phony primer
ar

ohandle the tremendous volume of
telephone traffic, the U.S. telecommunications network or Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
has become very large and complex. The
PSTN can be divided into two general
sections: the local exchange network,
which provides local transmission service, and the interexchange network,
which provides long distance transmission services.
The local exchange network

Local exchange telephone companies
(LECs) provide service within designated areas assigned by state Public
Utility Commissions (PUCs). These areas are known as Local Access and
Transport Areas (LATA). Within its
LATA, each LEC provides amyriad of
services that can be divided into two
categories: exchange services and exchange access services.
Exchange services are the telecommunications services provided within a
service area, ranging from simple dial
tone to specialized customer services
and system features such as hunt
groups, call waiting, call forwarding,
and Centrex services. Exchange access
services, on the other hand, connect the
local exchange network to the interexchange network, allowing local telephone customers to connect to long distance carriers.
The traditional interexchange portion of the network is controlled by long
distance or interexchange carriers
(IXCs). 1XCs offer avariety of services,
including various options for voice and
data transmission such as toll-free and
Wide Area Telecommunications Services (WATS) services.
The customer's perception
When acustomer picks up the receiver
on the telephone, asignal is sent through
the wiring inside the customer's premise,
through local loop, to the telephone company's local CO. The local CO receives
the message that the customer's telephone is "off hook" and indicates by sending adial tone back to the customer's reBy Kristi A. Furrer, First Pacific
Networks

ceiver that acall may be placed.
to the network. Generally, the wire that
The customer enters the telephone
connects each user with the local CO is
number of the party to be called based on
twisted pair or copper wiring. Although
the "National Number Plan" (the natwisted pair was adequate in the past, it
is inherently limited in capacity and
tionally coordinated scheme for telephone numbers), which enables the local
flexibility since it was designed to serve
CO to interpret the telephone number as
one function only: the delivery of voice.
aspecific address and route the call to
Many telcos are attempting to proits destination. If the call is going to a tect their investment in twisted pair by
destination served by the local CO, the
utilizing compression technologies so
routing is direct via that central office.
as to maximize the limited bandwidth
If the call destination is within the
inherent to the twisted pair architecture.
LEC's LATA, the call will be routed
Unfortunately, however, this is ashortfrom the originating local CO switch,
term solution that lacks the capacity
through aTandem switch that connects
and capability to accommodate the marthe LEC's multiple local COs together by
ket demand for emerging applications.
way of atrunk line.
Trends in technology and customer
If the call crosses aLATA boundary, it
needs clearly indicate that twisted pair
must be routed via trunk lines through a is inadequate and unacceptable to adtoll switch by a long distance carrier
dress new multimedia and interactive
such as MCI, AT&T, or US Sprint before
applications. The requirement today is
being routed to the ultimate call destito provide users with the capacity to
nation. The status of called party's line is
access any communications service
(voice, video, and data) without the cost
interpreted by the terminating CO and if
the phone is not
Figure 1: Conventional voice distribution methods
being used the
calling party will
receive a signal
METHOD 1
REGIONAL
indicating that
Digitial Voice Distribution via Fiber to Copper
the line is idle. A
(with moderate voice concentration)
special signal is
(SECTIONAt)
COPPER TO FIBER
FIBER TO COPPER
sent to the called
CONVERTER
CONVERTER
party's telephone
Fiber Optics
which causes it to
ring. The ringing
circuit is cut when
the receiver is
picked-up or off
hook. Once the
METHOD 2
called party picks
Analog Voice
up the receiver
Distribution via
Direct Copper
the communica(No Concentration)
tions circuit is
complete and the
conversation can
begin.
Evolution of the
PSTN
The limitation
of today's telephone network is
the "last mile"
that
connects
from the customer premise
equipment (CPE)
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Figure 2: PX distributed voice/data/video
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goal is to deliver afully distributed digital switching architecture that enables
cable companies to deliver voice quality
switched telephone service over existing
networks.
In addition to resolving the last mile
issue, systems such as the one shown in
Figure 2can lessen the expense of installing and maintaining multiple incompatible wiring systems.
The system consists of a"smart box,"
also referred to as aVIU, aclass five
central office-like switch that connects
to the existing coaxial network. A "connection box" is located at the network
operator's facility. A standard telephone,
TV and personal computer can plug into
the other side of the VIU.
The connection box, or TIU, connects
all the home or business VIUs together
into ahub. The hub consists of one VIU
for each individual user, and one TIU
that supports hundreds of users concurrently. The TIU connects these hubs
to the existing public or private networks such as the PSTN or the cable
television network.
The result is people who can plug any
communications device into any communications outlet, much as they connect any electrical device into any electrical outlet. CED

8Z ON

and complexity of installing and maintaining separate networks.
The optimum last
mile solution is one
that CATV operators
and MSOs already
have in place: the existing cable television coaxial and/or
fiber network. This
network provides the
ideal medium to create a multimedia
communications
highway into the
home or office. Then,
the only remaining
issue is how to access
and manage the
bandwidth.
These tasks can be
performed with intelligent switching
technology, through
systems which serve
as the so-called onand off-ramps,lanes
and traffic managers
of the communications highway. The

SMALL CABLE/TELCO OPERATORS

What's happening under the
cross- ownership fence
Small operato rs of both cable and telephone
systems have similar challenges and questions

C

all for phone service in Center
Junction, Iowa and chances are
you'll hook up with John Heikin,
adelightful country gentleman who'll be
glad to sign you up. And while you're on
the phone, chances are he'll ask whether
or not you'd like cable TV, too. After
all, the room in which he sits amiably
chatting is both acable headend and a
telephone central office.
Such is the case in many sections of
the nation's heartland. Small, independent telephone companies are offering
both telephone and cable service to their
subscribers. Illegal? Not under the rural
exemption to the telco/cable cross-ownership restrictions. And while larger cable operators and MSOs across the nation strain their collective ears to hear
how the telcos plan to send voice, video
and data over their networks, it's interesting to note that these companies—albeit little—have the same problems and challenges, only on a much
smaller scale.
Most of them are using fiber, for example. They're looking at headend consolidation. They know about DBS, cable
in the classroom and cumulative leakage
index (CLI). Indeed, they're a hearty
and bilingual group of people who are
eager to chat and are hip on both cable
and telephone acronyms and jargon.
The independent operators cite a
varying list of challenges, including
keeping up to speed on changing technologies, regulations and routine plant
maintenance (sound familiar?). Following is alook into some of the challenges
and questions posed by independent cable/telco operators:
Cowboys and Indians
Roger Hovda started out in life as a
farmer selling wheat in Parshall, N.D.
After attending college, he returned to
Parshall and went to work for the local
telephone company. Now, he's the central office supervisor for the Reservation
Telephone Co-op, which operates 15
phone exchanges and six cable headends. Both cable and telephone networks are 100 percent underground,
Hovda says. The company has about

3,500 telephone subscribers and 900 cable subscribers, spread out over six communities.
Cable in the classroom
Last fall, Hovda installed afiber route
between seven local schools for an interactive, long-distance learning application—"so one teacher can sit in one
town and teach other schools in other
towns," Hovda says. On the telephone
side, Hovda has installed fiber to link six
exchange offices to the toll network."You

The independent
operators cite a
varying list of
challenges, including
keeping up to speed
with changing
technologies,
regulations and
routine plant
maintenance.
bet we're using fiber," Hovda says with
pride. "Right now our cable and telephone plant is separate, and Isuspect
it'll stay that way for awhile. It'll be a
long time, too, before you see fiber to the
home out here, because we have little
pockets of people and then nothing for a
few miles. The population per square
mile is low."
His biggest challenge? "Keeping up
with all the new satellites that are being
launched. Last summer we put in 12
dishes, just to cover the changes," Hovda
explains. But perhaps the most unique
challenge facing the Co-op has nothing
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to do with cable or telephone technologies.
The central office is located on the
grounds of the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, which is fuel for an ongoing dispute with the local Native Americans, who want to tax the company for
any of its cable or telephone plant located on the reservation. "I've lived here
all my life, and there's always these jurisdiction problems," Hovda laments.
"But it's getting pretty bad."
Progressive
Meanwhile, over in Winthrop, Iowa
(population 850), supervisor Jim Tieg recently completed a fairly progressive
headend consolidation project for independent operator East Buchanan Telephone. The system has roughly 600 cable and 1,300 telephone subscribers,
Tieg says.
"We had our cable TV set up over two
different headends, but we just changed
that to where we have the one here in
Winthrop and another served over fiber
optic cable," Tieg says. "We put the fiber
optic cable in over the last two years,
and cut over last April. So our cable
signal and our toll traffic goes through
on the same piece of cable."
East Buchanan Telephone is acooperatorive, which Tieg explains is amembership-type phone service. "Our subscribers purchase amembership in the
telephone company, which costs them
about $10. They get a dividend after
ten years," Tieg explains. "The actual
amount varies with how much usage
they have on cable and telephone."
Tieg says his goal is to ultimately
take fiber "as deep as it'll go" into his cable/telephone network. "I'd like it to go
all the way to the customer's residence,
if possible," he says. "Ideally, we'd like
to get one piece of wire to the house
that carries both video and telephone."
Tieg submits that the management and
the board of directors for East Buchanan
are "definitely up on technology," and
that the company takes a progressive
stance whenever possible. "The nice
thing about the independents is, there's
not so many bosses and directors to go
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SMALL CABLE/TELCO OPERATORS
through to get something done," Tieg
says.
Third generation phone guy
Then there's Tim Bittinger, the third
generation of Bittingers who has run
Clarks Telephone Co. of Clarks, Neb.
"After going to college, Istarted here
full-time in 1977," Bottinger says. "In
1983 Ibuilt the cable television system." The system now has about 130
cable subscribers out of apossible 160
(in passings), while the phone system
has "about 500" subscribers.
Cost savings
The underground CATV plant was
installed more than a year before it
came on-line, Bittinger says, because
he completed it "about the same time" he
was upgrading the telephone cable. "We
took our time and put the cable system
in very carefully. Everything is buried at
acertain depth, and every home that's
wired we did ourselves. As aresult, we
don't have many problems—maybe five
trouble calls a year," Bittinger comments. Also, Bittinger says, spreading
the cable plant installation over time
saved on cost.
Indeed, independent cable and telephone operators like Bittinger can do a
lot to save on cost, like sharing resources.
"We share alot of the pedestals; we
share the building; we share a lot of
other things," Bittinger says. The cable plant, because of its small size, was
designed with five line extenders in lieu
of trunk amplifiers, and Bittinger says
there are no plans to integrate fiber
into the network at this point.
"We're as modern as we can get, right
now, both on cable and telephone," he
says, pointing out that Clarks Telephone also uses digital switching equipment for its telephone exchange.
However, next year Bittinger plans to
add DBS services to his plate of offerings
for non-cabled Nebraska residents. "We
applied for and were granted three counties (in which we can be the DBS
provider)," Bittinger explains.
Iowa's smallest system
Even tiny Center Junction Telephone,
billed in anewspaper article last year as
"the smallest cable company in Iowa," is
considering afiber build this year, according to John Heikin, general manager. "We want to put fiber in for our toll
traffic," Heikin says. "We're an Iowa
Network Service town, which means
that we're one of 137 telephone compa-

nies in Iowa that went together to provide equal access (to alternative long
distance carriers such as MCI and US
Sprint). That's done by aswitch in Des
Moines.
"We all zero in on Des Moines and
our toll traffic goes from there out,"
Heikin continues. "Right now, the Iowa
Network Services comes out to all the
toll centers with fiber. The next step is
to get directly to INS—right now we're
still going through U S West." To do
that, Heikin says he's considering the installation of fiber to the closest hand-off

HARRISON

"The problem is,
with phone you're
talking about
reasonably basic DC
electricity types of
things. Video and large
bandwidth
applications, like
cable, are more exotic."
point, then going direct with the toll
traffic.
Heikin says that everyone in the 73house town of Center Junction knows
one another, which he says is good.
"In fact, if somebody calls me up on
Sunday afternoon and says the phone's
not working, why, I'll jump in the truck
to come in and fix it. Same thing with cable TV," Heikin says.
But because only the town of Center
Junction is wired for cable—and Heikin
lives "out in the country"—he's looking
forward to the DBS service that will be
provided in his area next year.
"I'm second on the list for a DBS
hookup," he laughs, explaining that the
owner of the company which won the bid
for DBS service is first on the list.
A friendly bunch
One thing is certain: Independent ca-
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ble/telco operators certain are afriendly
bunch. Ask Gary Harrison, CO supervisor for Missouri Telephone, where
Stockton, MO is, and he offers directions. "We're about 25 miles north of I44, on State Highway 13," he says. On a
more general level, Stockton sits in the
southwest corner of Missouri, and has
roughly 500 cable subscribers and 1,300
telephone subscribers.
Harrison, who's been in the telephone
industry since 1964, says FCC regulations are an ongoing concern. "The telephone industry has been regulated fairly
heavily, so there's always aconcern of
how to do it, and how to do it right."
Technical training needed
But technical training tops his wish
list, Harrison says. "The problem is,
with phone you're talking about very
basic or at least reasonably basic DC
electricity types of things. Video and
large bandwidth applications, like cable
applications, are alot more exotic," Harrison says. "Because of that, it's important to hire employees who are able to
shift gears."
"Most of the employees we're going after are capable of doing both (cable and
phone functions). But it takes a little
more training for the cable side of things
to really know what's going on.
"For example," Harrison continues,
"when you mess with one phone cable,
you affect one person. When you get out
there and mess with the cable plant,
you can cut off a large section of customers," Harrison says.
Some of the technical staff people at
Missouri Telephone have taken NCTI
and other correspondence-type courses
to enhance their knowledge of cable
television.
Rural subs don't like outages, either
And, Harrison says, the customers
really complain when the cable goes off.
"Believe me, being on the cable and the
telephone sides of things, Ihear it all—
and when that TV picture goes off, they
holler alot louder than when the phone
doesn't work.
"Think about it—after a long day's
work, you could care less whether the
phone rings at your house. But miss
your favorite TV program?" Harrison
asks rhetorically. "We can definitely see
adifference. The phones begin to ring
something serious if there's been aproblem with the cable TV. But with the
phone, they may not even think to report
it until the next day." CND
By Leslie Ellis

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Glossary of telco terms
Editor's note: As cable operators move
more into the realm of telecommunications, we though it would be helpful to
provide apartial summary of commonly
used telephony terms and acronyms.
Asynchronous transmission
Traditionally, asynchronous transmission is adigital transmission method
where the individual characters are encapsulated by "start" and "stop" control
bits that identify the beginning and
ending of each character. It features
lower data throughput than synchronous transmission methods, but
without the need to maintain precise
timing relationships between transmitter and receiver.
More recently, though, the term
"asynchronous," at least when referring
to broadband ISDN, has tended to mean
the use of statistical multiplexing and
packet switching technology to transmit
adiscontinuous steam of data.
By way of contrast, synchronous
transmission, in the B-ISDN sense, has
tended to mean the transmission of a
constant stream of data, using time division multiplexing and circuit switching.
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)
Asynchronous transfer mode, or ATM,
is an international packet switching
standard established by the Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone, in which the network routing instructions and control
information are part of the message itself.
ATM will operate at speeds up to 2
Gbps and features the transmission of
uniform cells of 53 bytes length each. Of
that total, 48 bytes represent the payload while five bytes represent the
header.
The header portion of the message
unit identifies the owner of the transmitted information. ATM headers also
identify the circuit number to which the

ATM packet

message is sent.
The header also contains error control
information. Because each of the cells
(which may be thought of as "packets")
are of identical length, whether completely full of data or empty, they can be
switched quickly through anetwork. In
part, that advantage arises because the
work doesn't have to spend time examining each packet to read its address
information and assess the length of
the packet.
Cell relay systems, such as ATM, are
desirable when transmitting video or
voice messages because the time delay
is of shorter duration, and more importantly, perhaps, of predictable duration,
than frame relay-based systems which
use variable-length messages.
B-ISDN (Broadband ISDN)
Broadband ISDN is ahigh-bandwidth
version of ISDN intended to support
applications such as full-motion video
and image. It uses a basic signaling
rate of 150 Mbps and expected to support additional bandwidth in increments
of about 50 Mbps, up to about 600 Mbps.
Cell relay
A packet switching technique that
uses cells of uniform length. Such techniques are well suited for video or voice
transmissions,
in contrast to frame relay techniques,
which are better optimized for bursty
data communications. Asynchronous
transfer mode is aform of cell relay. So
is the IEEE 802.6 standard and SMDS.
Central office
A telecommunications facility where
telephone calls are switched. In the local exchange, acentral office generally
represents a10,000-access line service
area.
A long-distance carrier's central office represents an access point to pick up
and drop off traffic bound for, or originating from, a
local exchange
area (LATA).
Circuit switching
A type of
switching system, historically
used to establish

voice connections between two or more
speakers, using a dedicated physical
circuit path between the callers for the
duration of the call or session.
CPE (Customer premises equipment)
Customer premises equipment includes terminating equipment,such as
telephones, facsimile machines, modems
or other equipment owned by the customer and attached to the telephone
network.
CSU (Channel service unit)
A channel service unit is adigital interface between acustomer's equipment
and the digital telephone company local
loop. Generally, a CSU is required
whenever aDS-1 circuit is provided to a
customer.
DACS (Digital Access and CrossConnect)
A DACS is a multiplexer/demultiplexer used to convert a T-1 (1.544
Mbps) data stream into 24 DS-0 (64
kbps) signals, typically for routing to
another T-1 line. DACS units cannot
handle digital streams of less than 64
kbps, and feature only manual signal
routing.
Digital loop carrier
The digital loop carrier is a digital
transmission technology originally developed by telephone companies as a
way of extending the bandwidth of installed copper-based local loop facilities. Digital signals are sent from central
offices to remote terminal sites that
may serve 500 to 3,000 dwellings.
Signals are converted from digital to
analog format at the remote terminal
and sent to homes and offices over
twisted-pair copper wiring. Transmission from central offices to remote terminals can be by optical fiber or copper
wiring. DLC features the use of 1.544
Mbps circuits, each of which can serve
96 or more subscriber lines from asingle remote terminal.
DS-n (Digital signaling at level n)
The digital signaling hierarchy set
by the ISDN standard features several
bandwidths, including:
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DS 1:
DS-2:
DS-3:
DS 4:

1.544 Mbps
6.312 Mbps
45 Mbps
274 Mbps

Frame relay frame

Address

Flag
In Europe, aDS-1 circuit representssequence

Payload

Frame
check

Flag

asignaling rate of 2.048 Mbps.
t

DSU (Data service unit)
A data service unit, or DSU, is adevice used to connect achannel service
unit (owned by anetwork operator) to a
data terminal such as acomputer, protocol translator or multiplexer.

FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data In terface)
The fiber distributed data interface is
adata communications standard based
on a100-Mbps, token-passing ring topology and optical fiber cabling (though
versions running on copper wiring have
been developed).

FITL (Fiber in the loop)
"Fiber in the loop" is ageneric term refen-ing to the deployment of optical fiber

Packet
start

Al
k

t

Destination

Error
detection

transmission technology in a local exchange carrier's plant. It encompasses a
variety of scenarios, including fiber-tothe-curb and fiber-to-the-home for residential customers.
Loop fiber deployments also include
dedicated point-to-point runs installed
from central office sites directly to business customer sites.

t

Packet
end

kbps each).

Frame relay
A data transmission technique similar to X.25 and based on the use of statistical multiplexing to dynamically allocate bandwidth. It achieves greater
throughput by eliminating error checking at each intermediate network node,
as does X.25.

Fractional T-1

Host digital terminal

Different combinations of sub-T-1 service, including a one-eighth T-1 (192
kbps), one-fourth T-1 (384 kbps), or onehalf T-1 (768 kbps). The service was developed as a way of offering business
customers higher-bandwidth telephone
connections without paying for an entire
T-1 circuit (24 DS-0 access lines of 64

The host digital terminal is the central office end of a digital loop carrier
transmission line, containing multiplexing and demultiplexing circuits as
well as optical transmission gear (for
optical loop carrier systems). HDTs
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Low Voltage Wire
and Sheathed Cable

Host digital terminal
Central
office

HDT

STAPLE GUN
TACKERS

0C-3
\ Remote
terminal
Carrier serving
area )

sometimes are called central office terminals and commonly can transmit data
at the OC-3 rate of 155 Mbps.
Future fiber-rich local telephone networks, featuring afiber-to-the-curb design, may place an HDT out at acarrier
serving area location now represented
by aremote terminal.
In that application, the former remote terminal moves to acurbside location and feeds agroup of four to 12
homes and is called an optical network
unit.
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network)
Integrated services digital network
(ISDN) is an international standard for
dial-up digital transmission over apublic telephone network. ISDN uses aBasic Rate Interface and Primary Rate Interface.
The BRI, also known as "2B + D,"
consists of two bearer channels and one
data channel. Each bearer channel represents a64-kbps channel.
Each data channel represents a16kbps signaling and control data stream.
The PRI, also known as "23B +D," features a1.544 Mbps data stream. In Europe, the PRI is a"30B +D" data stream
of 2.048 Mbps.
IXC (Interexchange carrier)
An Dœ is along-distance telephone
company, authorized to pick up intraLATA traffic from alocal telephone company and transport it to another of the
161 U.S. LATAS or another telephone
network outside the United States.
LATA (Local access and transport
area)
A LATA, or local access and transport area, is one of 161 local telephone
exchange areas created as aresult of the
AT&T divestiture. All traffic within a
single LATA can be carried by the local
exchange carrier. All traffic bound for

other JATAS must be handed off to an
interexchange (long-distance) carrier.

A Model to Fit Every
Wire and Cable Fastening
Requirement
TELEPHONE •ELECTRONICS
COMMUNICATIONS • CATV
ALARM SYSTEMS

LEC (Local exchange carrier)
A local exchange carrier, or local telephone company, is the owner of the
transmission facilities stretching from
any customer's premises up to a central office, as well as associated equipment and cabling linking local central offices within adefined local service area
called aLATA (local access and transport area).
A local exchange typically is defined
as an area served by a single switch
and containing 10,000 access lines, identified by acommon three-digit area code
and the first three following digits of
the telephone number. More broadly, a
local exchange encompasses the entire
local service area defined by a single
LATA.
Local loop
The local loop is the set of transmission facilities owned by alocal exchange
carrier, or local telephone company.
The term "loop" doesn't refer to the existence of aphysical wiring running between acentral office and acustomer's
location, but rather is an acronym that
stands for "local operations, outside
plant."
Metropolitan area network
In a generic sense, a metropolitan
area network, or "MAN," is a communications system covering an entire city.
Specifically, it is atype of telecommunications network intended to carry
video, data and voice traffic at 100 Mbps
or higher rates over acitywide area using aprotocol sanctioned by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE).
The IEEE 802.6 standard uses atechnique called "distributed queue dual
bus." It features abus network topology
and transmission in opposite directions

THE RIGHT
ARROW TACKER AND
STAPLE SIZE TO USE FOR
THE RIGHT INSTALLATION
T-18 Low Voltage Wire Tacker
For wires up to 3/16" dia.
Loads staple leg lengths:
3/8" & 7/16"

T-25

Low Voltage Wire Tacker
For wires up to 1/4" dia.
Loads staple leg lengths:

9/32", 3/8". 7/16" & 9/16"

T-37

Low Voltage Wire Tacker
For wires up to 5/16" dia.
Loads staple leg lengths:

3,8", 1/2" & 9/16"

T-75

Sheathed Cable Tacker
For wires up to 1/2" dia.
Loads staple leg lengths .

9/16". 5/8" & 7/8"

271 Mayhill Street. Saddle Brook. N.J. 07662
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(counter-rotating rings or buses) to provide message redundancy.
Local exchange carriers also market
aMAN service known as "switched multimegabit data service" (SMDS), intended for use as alocal area network
interconnect.

OSI model
Application layer
Presentation layer
Session layer

OAM & P

Transport layer

A telephone industry acronym referring to operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning.
The term refers to software required
to generate the reports and commands
needed to control all network equipment.

X.25

Network layer

Packet level
Data link layer

Frame level
Physical level

OSI model
The Open Systems Interconnection
model, developed in 1977, outlines a
seven-layer, modular method of breaking up activities required to establish
and maintain a communications link
between computers and computing devices, even when the machines are of different types and made by different companies. Each of the seven layers
performs adistinct part of the interaction, allowing the internal operations
of each layer to be changed or modified

without affecting the operation of the
other layers.
The physical layer defines electrical
and mechanical properties of interfaces,
especially the detection of electrical voltage levels and the pin structure of interfaces.
The data link layer performs error
detection and is responsible for determining when atransmission block begins and ends. It structures the received
bitstream for reading by the network
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layer.
The network layer performs switching
functions by routing packets among different pathways. Its job is to create avirtual circuit that is transparent to the
other layers.
The transport layer handles those details related to moving data between
one network and another. Multiplexing
and error correction, for example, are
handled at this layer.
The session layer establishes and

Technologically Superior

Addressable
Converter Control
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Software
Great Lakes Data offers:
• Direct Interface to the SA ATX and NEC
(SA System Manager not needed, save $$$$$)
• Support for SA 8600 with on-screen messaging
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Antennas for Communications
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0050 Cypress Road, Ocala, FL 32672
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• Support for interdiction systems, including PPV
• 2 line, auto order, ARLJ, priced under $10,000
For complete information
packet and demo disk, call:

‘Vreat Lakes 800 882-7950
Data Systems

Fax

(414) 887- 7653

Three Decades of cable industry operations experience!
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SAR OF TERMS ,
maintains half-duplex or full-duplex
connections as needed, and provides
data flow control operations.
A half-duplex connection uses one
channel to connect two speakers, allowing only sequential transmissions
(in one direction at atime only).
The presentation layer handles syntax
issues, rules for representing data. The
application layer is the communications
interface to those portions of an enduser program concerned with file management, printing operations and virtual terminal emulation.

Remote Terminal
0C-3

PCM (Pulse code modulation)
The traditional process by which an
analog signal is converted to digital
form for transmission over adigital telephone network.
The sampling process involves sampling of analog voice signals 8,000 times
asecond. The sampled amplitudes are
represented by discrete eight-bit words,
leading to the standard 64,000 bits per
second (64 kbps) digital signaling standard for voice.
POP (Point of presence)
A POP, or point of presence, is a
switching facility owned by along-distance (interexchange carrier) and used
to pick up and deliver traffic from one
LATA to another.
RBOC (Regional Bell operating
company)
One of seven regional companies created by the AT&T system breakup as
holding companies for local telephone
companies within their service regions.
The "seven sisters" include Ameritech,
Bell Atlantic, Bellsouth, NYNEX, Pacific
Telesis, Southwestern Bell and US
West.
Remote terminal
The subscriber plant end of adigital
loop carrier transmission line, typically
containing opto-electronics equipment
(for optical loop carrier systems), multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment
and cross-connect functions. An RT can
be configured to serve 100 to 4,000 telephone lines.
Sometimes, an RT serves 3,000 lines
in an area called a"carrier serving area."
Each CSA might then be subdivided
into distribution areas of 500 to 600
lines each.
An RT can be located 12,000 to 15,000
feet from acentral office, while any cus-

tomer served from an RT can be located
within about 12,000 feet of the RT location.
Sometimes, an RT communicating
with ahost terminal at OC-3 rates (155
Mbps) itself becomes ahubbing point,
connecting subsidiary remote terminals
over transmission lines featuring 1.544

Mbps capability.
In advanced fiber-to-the-curb networks, ahost digital terminal may replace the RT in the carrier serving area.
An FTTC host terminal then would feed
curbside optical network units (each
functionally representing asmaller version of the RT) feeding four to 12 homes.
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SMDS (Switched multimegabit
data service)
SMDS is a high-speed data transmission service developed by the regional Bell operating companies as an
alternative to private network data
transmission. SMDS, initially operating at the DS-1 (1.544 Mbps) and DS-3
(45 Mbps) transmission rates, is capable
of picking up LAN traffic at 100 Mbps
from networks using the Fiber Distributed Data Interface protocol. On the
network side of a customer premises
interface, data is transported using the
IEEE 802.6 standard.
SONET (Synchronous Optical Net-

I'm that good.

work)

The 1993 CATV
Buyers' Guide...
the ULTIMATE
reference source
for technical
products
and services.

An international telephone industry
digital transmission standard featuring abasic signaling rate of about 150
megabits per second and higher, using
building blocks of about 50 Mbps.
The standard was set by the CCITT
(Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone) as a
way of harmonizing international public telephone networks and tie them together as one functional network.
SONET defines atransmission hierarchy ranging from OC-1 (optical carrier
one) through OC-48. Among the standard rates are:

Coming in May
from the
publishers of

CEID
1992

CATV
BUYERS'
GUIDE

OC-1 =51.84 Mbps =28 T- ls
OC-3 = 155.52 Mbps =84 T- ls
OC-9 =466.56 Mbps =252 T-ls
OC-12 =622.08 Mbps =336 T-ls
OC-18 =933.12 Mbps =504 T-ls
OC-24 = 1244.16 Mbps =672 T- ls
OC-36 = 1866.24 Mbps = 1008 T-ls
OC-48 =2488.32 Mbps = 1344 T-ls
The OC -1 (51.84 Mbps) signal is
known as an STS-1 (SONET Transportation Signal Level n),consisting of
two parts, the synchronous payload envelope and associated overhead.
The SONET frame is a90-column by
9-row matrix with each matrix cell containing an 8-bit byte of information.
The frame is repeated every 125 microseconds and is synchronized to acentral clock.
The first three columns contain control information, with about 49 Mbps re-
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served for the actual message (payload).
SS 7 (Common channel signaling
system 7)
Common channel signaling system 7,
typically referred to as SS7, is an advanced network control system now being put into place by long-distance and
local exchange carriers. It makes possible advanced call routing services.
Tandem office
A central office facility directly connecting two or more serving central offices (COs whose cabling networks connect directly to customers). A tandem
office switches traffic on the network,
but does not directly forward traffice to
residential or business customers.
Wire center
In essence, asmaller version of acentral office, containing one or more
switches and terminating access lines to
customer sites. Also known as aserving
wire center.
X.25
An international standard for packet
switched data on public telephone networks. The X.25 standard is set by the
Consultative Committee on International Telegraph and Telephone and is
based on the first three layers of the
Open Systems Interconnect model.
The OSI model breaks all operations
required to establish and maintain a
data communications link into seven
separate modules, each operating independently of the other layers.
The concept allows for upgrading or
changes to software in any one of the
seven layers without disturbing the operation of the other layers, and is intended to establish auniversal method
by which programs and machines from
many different companies can communicate with each other.
X.25 traffic can be transmitted at speeds
from 2400 kbps to 9600 kbps using standard dial-up telephone lines. Transmission
at 1.544 Mbps is possible when using dedicated circuits. The standard X.25 packet
is 128 bytes long. CIED
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Proof of performance testing
This month we'
eyour thoughts about your efforts in January to comply with the new FCC proof-of-performance tests. This round of tests is the first step toward compliance with awide range of signal quality issues
mandated by the FCC last year. This round of tests will be repeated during the summer months and will then
be required twice each year.
To respond to the survey, simply make acopy of this page, fill out the questionnaire and return the survey to
our offices (via fax to 303-393-6654 or mail to 600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222). We'll
tally the information and print the overall results in afuture issue.

c

now
So,isifthe
you've
timeever
to dowanted
it.
to add your input to the industry's conventional wisdom surrounding these issues,
Please answer the following questions as honestly as you can. Remember, no names will ever be used.

rn
o

o

z
o

1. Has your system completed the FCC mandated proof-of-performance test for January?
2. Do you feel you were given enough time by the FCC to organize your testing procedures?
3. Do you feel your supervisors kept you adequately informed about the testing deadline?
4. Did you personally closely monitor the FCC's actions related to the proof tests?
5. In general, do you believe you had the proper resources (test equipment and manpower) to adequately perform the tests?
6. Do you think your system personnel had adequate training on how to perform the tests?
7. Did your system purchase new test equipment specifically to perform the mandated tests?
8. If so, was it delivered from the manufacturer in time to perform the testing procedures?
9. Does your local franchisor have astaff engineer or technical representative with whom you must work?
10. Do you have agood relationship with your local franchise authority's technical representative?
11. Have you ever been visited by an FCC inspector?
12. Do you personally believe there was aneed for new cable system technical standards?
13. How do you think your system performed last month?
Excellently
Very well
Adequately
Marginally
Needs alot of work
Please provide the following information:
Your title
Your job function
The size of your system (# of subs)
The length of your CATV career (years)
The state in which you work
Your MSO (optional)
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Customer service: Under control?

In spite of widely reported public dissatisfaction with the customer service offered by cable operators, cable employees
give their own efforts to provide good service generally high marks, according to the Return Path survey taken last
December.
The vast majority of the cable systems represented in the survey typically don't answer the phone later than about 6
p.m. (a couple answer the phone until 11 p.m.). About one-half of those surveyed said their business offices are not open on
Saturdays and less than 10 percent said they were open on Sundays to help subscribers. Furthermore, only one -quarter of
those answering said they have ARUs or answering machines in operation during off-hours. How do subscribers get in
touch with the cable company if they have problems over the weekend or during prime-time hours?
During normal business hours, when humans are answering the phone, CSR staffing levels vary widely. The fewest
number represented in the survey was six, and the high was 17. When broken out on a per-subscriber basis, again the
answers varied widely from one CSR per 1,100 subs to one per 7,300 subs.
To give credit where it's due, 82 percent of those sending responses back said their systems have apolicy
to complete all service calls within 24 hours of the time they're logged. Also, every system represented here
said they offer subscribers a choice of what time they'd like to have service performed. Finally, nearly
three-fourths said they routinely schedule service calls later than 5p.m.
The survey showed an even split between systems that offered employee incentives to provide good customer service and those that did not. However, 82 percent said their systems are providing ongoing effective customer service training to the employees.
0
z
When survey respondents were asked to grade how their system's management felt about customer ser,x
vice, nearly half gave perfect marks (10 points out of apossible 10) and the average was just over 9.
,
c
e

(Answers shown in percentages.)

1. How many subscribers does your system serve? (Low =6,500; high = 118,000)
2. How many customer service representatives does your system have on duty during its peak
time?

(Low = 6, high = 17)

3. Does your system have live CSRs answering telephones later than 5p.m.?

91

9

0

55

45

0

9

4. If so, how late is the phone answered?
5. Is your business office open on Saturdays?
6. Is your business office open on Sundays?

91

0

100

0

0

0

100

0

9. Does your system use an automated response unit overnight and during weekends?

27

73

0

10. Does your system have apolicy to complete all service calls within 24 hours?

82

18

0

11. Does your system offer subscribers achoice of when they'd like to have service performed?

100

0

0

12. Does your system perform routine service calls after 5p.m.?

73

27

0

13. Does your system offer its employees incentives for providing good customer service?

45

45

-

14. Does your system offer effective customer service training on an ongoing basis?

82

18

0

7. Do your CSRs have authority to adjust customers' bills when they are disputed?
8. Does your system use an automated response unit during normal business hours?

15. On ascale of 1to 10, with 10 being highest, where do you think customer service ranks as
apriority to your system's management? (Average = 9)
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Understanding Telecom Technologies
for the Cable Television Professional
A one-day pre-conference tutorial •May 12, 1993 •Denver, Colorado
ATM. ISDN. Packet Switching. CAP. Frame
Relay. IXC. Have you noticed how the jargon of
cable television is changing? Have you wondered
lately exactly what business you're in? You're not
alone. As cable television converges with other
telecommunications industries, fundamental
changes are taking place, both in the network we
operate and in the way we do business.
To help you prepare for the change, two of the
industry's leading information companies are
conducting aone-day tutorial for veteran cable
industry personnel who need to understand the
fundamentals of the telecommunications industries. This intensive program will guide technical
and non-technical employees through the basics
of telecommunications networks and services,
and the business structure of the telecommunications industries. It will help you understand the
language, and give you aframe of reference to

better understand how the cable television network and services will fit into the future of
telecommunications.
The program will be taught by one of the most
respected consulting firms in the industry,
Hatfield Associates, Inc., and produced by
Multichannel CommPerspectives. It will precede
Multichannel CommPerspectives' two-day
Convergence '93 conference on Telephone and
Data Services. You can register for
Understanding Telecom Technologies only, or
you can plan on attending both conferences at a
discounted rate. For full information, fax or mail
the coupon below.

LI Please send me aprogram outline and registration form for Understanding
Telecommunications Technologies.

Name

Ul I'm also interested in Convergence '93:
Telephone and Data Services. Please send
me afull conference packet and information
on discounts for attending both programs.
Complete and fax to CommPerspectives at 303/393-6654.
Or mail to 600 S. Cherry St., Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222.
Phone 303/393-7449.

Presented by
GI\Aa
chamedl
ili
t

•

lives A Unrf of the Cable

Publishing Group

and

Hatfield Associates, Inc.

Title
Company
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip
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Bellcore

Bell Communications Research

Following is alist of
SCTE technical seminars
with contact name. If available, location and seminar
topic are also listed.
March 4Heart of
America Chapter BCT/E
exams to be administered
in all categories at the technician level. To be held in
Kansas City, Mo. Call Don
Gall, (816) 358-5360.
March 6 Tip-o-Tex
Chapter "Basic Electronic
Theory and System
Powering" With Raul Cano
of TCI, and "Amplifier
Sweep, Test Equipment and
Procedures," with Juan
Solis of TCI. To be held at
TCI Cablevision, McAllen,
Texas. Call Joe Lopez, (512)
425-7880.
March 9-11 Technology
for Technicians Seminar
Hands-on technical training
program for broadband
industry technicians and
system engineers. To be
held at the Hyatt Regency,
Minneapolis, Minn. Call
SCTE National
Headquarters, (215) 3636888.
March 9Desert Chapter
Installer and BCT/E exams
to be administered in all
categories at both levels.
Call Greg Williams, (619)
340-1312, ext. 277.

March 9Magnolia
Chapter "Equipment
Repair" with Steve
Whitaker of Sawtre and
"Satellite Retrofits and
Troubleshooting" with
Brian Wilkes of Rainbow
Satellite. To be held at the
Ramada Coliseum, Jackson,
Miss. Call Steve
Christopher, (601) 8246010.
March 9Wheat State
Chapter Call Lisa Hewitt,
(316) 262-4270, ext. 191.
March 10 Bluegrass
Chapter "Hands-on
Installer and Technician
Troubleshooting" with Billy
Grubbs of Telecable and
Jack Wheeler of Simmons
Cable. To be held at
Howard Johnson's,
Elizabethtown, Ky. BCT/E
exams to be administered
in all categories at both levels. Call Alan Reed, (502)
389-1818.
March 10 Heart of
America Chapter To be held
in Kansas City, Mo. Call
Don Gall, (816) 358-5360.
March 11 Satellite TeleSeminar Program Galaxy I,
Transponder 14.
Programming TBA. Call
SCTE National
Headquarters, (215) 3636888.
March 11 Badger State

Chapter "FCC Rules and
Measurements." To be held
at the Holiday Inn in Fon
du Lac, Wisc. Call Gary
Wesa, (414) 496-2040.
March 11 Gateway
Chapter Call Chris Kramer,
(314) 949-9223.
March 11 Penn-Ohio
Chapter Installer and
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at
both levels. To be held in
Warrendale, Pa. Call
Marianne McClain, (412)
531-5710.
March 11, 15-16 Wheat
State Chapter BCT/E
exams to be administered
in all categories at both levels. To be held in Wichita,
Kan. Call Lisa Hewitt,
(316) 262-4270.
March 13 Palmetto
Chapter Installer and
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at
both levels. To be held in
Columbia, S.C. Call John
Frierson, (803) 777-5846.
April 8Satellite TeleSeminar Program Galaxy I,
Transponder 14. "Customer
Service and Safety Issues,
Part II," from Cable Tec
Expo '92. Call SCTE
National Headquarters,
(215) 363-6888.

Siecor Corp. will again
be holding its popular
"Fiber Optic Installation,
Splicing, Maintenance and
Restoration for Cable TV
Applications" course
throughout 1993. The fourday course is designed to
prepare cable television
personnel for all aspects of
fiber optic cable installation
and maintenance, including
cable placement, fusion and

mechanical splicing, cable
termination (pigtail splicing) and acceptance testing.
The course is recognized
by the SCTE as apreparation source for the fiber
optics portion of the BCT/E
Category III exam. Class
size is limited to eight, and
is priced at $1,385.
Following are this month's
dates and locations:
March 2-5 Hickory, N.C.

March 9-12 Cincinnati,
Ohio
March 16-19 Hickory,
N.C.
March 23-26 Hickory,
N.C.
March 23-26 Keller,
Texas
March 23-26 San
Francisco, Calif.
For more information,
call Siecor officials at (704)
327-5000.

carrier fundamentals,
SONET, multimedia, SS7,
SMDS high speed wide area
services, digital techniques
and telecommunications
networks—among others.

Prices for the videotapes
vary. For more information
or acatalog, call Bellcore at
(800) 527-1080 or fax
inquiries to (201) 740-6882.

Bellcore has announced
acomprehensive lineup of
telecommunications
training videos on subjects including ISDN, fiber
optics, loop electronics, T-
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WHAT'S AHEAD
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March 22-23
Distribution, San Antonio,
Texas
March 24-26 Headend
and Earth Station, San
Antonio, Texas
April 12-13 Design
Considerations and System
Sweep and Balance,

Atlanta, Ga.
April 15-16 8600 System
Operation, Atlanta, Ga.
For more information,
call Bridget Lanham at
(800) 722-2009 or at (404)
903-5516.

Philips Broadband
Networks has announced
its '93 schedule for training
courses in its mobile training center, scheduled to hit
18 U.S. cities this year. In
the classes, instruction is
combined with extensive
hands-on training to help
attendees learn about basic
concepts as well as
advanced theories and
methods. Course content
consists of RF and video

distortions, headend basics,
amplifier applications and
operation, and record keeping/maintenance. The agenda also includes courses on
interdiction methods and
PCN applications, system
architectures, fiber optics
and digital compression.
The upcoming schedule is
as follows:
March 16-18 Mobile, Ala.
March 23-25 Kansas
City, Mo.

March 30-April 1
Dallas, Texas
April 6-8 Albequerque,
N.M.
April 13-15 Phoenix,
Ariz.
April 27-29 Los Angeles,
Calif
A $350 tuition fee covers
presentations, hands-on
training, manual and
lunches. To register, call
(800) 448-5171 or, in N.Y.,
call (800) 522-7464.

The George
Washington University
has announced its continuing education engineering
courses for 1993. The
upcoming classes are as follows:
March 23-25

Introduction to
Communication Systems for
Non-engineers, Washington,
D.C.
March 15-17 Local Area
Network Technology,
Washington, D.C.
March 29-April 1

Communication Satellite
Systems: The Earth Station,
Washington, D.C.
For more information,
call George Washington
University at (800) 4249773 or at (202) 994-6106.

Conferences
& trade
shows
March 30-31 Advanced
Intelligent Network ComForum
To be held in Denver, Colo.
Call the National Engineering
Consortium (312) 938-3500 for
more information.
April 1Signalling System 7
TecForum To be held in
Denver, Colo. Call the National
Engineering Consortium at
(312_ 938-3500 for more information.
April 5-7 Cable and Satellite
Europe «93 To be held in
Olympia, London. Call Reed
Exhibitions, 011-44-21-705-607
April 21-24 SCTE Cable Tec
Expo To be held in Orlando,
Fla. Call National

Headquarters at (215)
363-6888.
May 9-12 Canadian
Cable Show To be held in
Toronto, Ontario. Call
Christiane Thompson,
(613) 232-2631.
June 1-9 CATV Seoul
'93 To be held in Seoul,

Korea. Call CATV Seoul
Management at 011-82-2551-1141.
June 6-9 The National
Show To be held in San
Francisco, Calif. Call the
NCTA's Roanne Robinson
at (202) 775-3669.

BASICS
OF
FIBER
OPTICS

Have an upcoming technical education program?
Send all relevant information to CED Magazine,
600 S. Cherry St., Suite
400, Denver, CO 80222.

ACOURSE IN APPLICATIONS FOR CAN
May 25-27 /Columbus, OH &June 22-24 /Houston, TX
C-COR offers acomprehensive 3-day seminar
on fiber optics and its applications in CAN. The
course is geared toward system engineers,
system managers, chief technicians and anyone
interested in the use of fiber for CATV-like
applications.
For more information call

800-233-2267 ext. 4422.
60 Decibel Road /State College, PA 16801
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Circle Reader Service No. 33

Scientific
Atlanta

Scientific-Atlanta has
lengthened its distribution
course to two days and its
fiber and headend courses
to two and one-half days,
with more hands on training, officials say. The
upcoming schedule is as follows:

CABLE POLL

Midwest CATV •CED •Cablevision

Cable ops go
after access rings
Editor's note: The Cable Poll is conducted for Midwest CATIT, CableVision,
CED and Multichannel News magazines by Ryan-McGinn-Samples Research, Inc. Telephone interviews were
conducted between January 4-6, 1993
with a random sample of 205 system
management personnel obtained from
the CableFile Research database.
Sometimes big things do come in little packages—like the news that 18 percent of the general managers surveyed
in the most recent edition of the Cable
Poll say they're offering alternate access
telephone service to local businesses.
Sure, 75 percent said they weren't offering telephone service. But considering the access business speculatively
represents several billion dollars in revenue, 18 percent is fairly meaty.
Most of those (46 percent) that aren't
currently tapping the access business
cite alack of marketplace demand. Oth-

ers (12 percent) blame prohibitive entry
itored nationwide experiments at all.
expense or lack of expertise in the area
Another 23 percent say they've been
(9 percent).
following the tests "very closely," while
Nearly athird, however (31 percent)
22 percent submit to monitoring
say they plan to explore alternate access
PCS/PCN tests "somewhat closely."
opportunities sometime this year. Half
The main reason GMs aren't monithat amount, at 15 percent, have altoring the PCS/PCN results? Lack of
ready contact the local telephone comlocal interest, according to 31 percent of
pany to explore jointly offering enhanced
the managers. Another 26 percent say
telecommunications services.
they're not equipped to do PCS/PCN,
And opinions seem to be rising on the
even if it were available, six percent
subject of personal communication sersay it's too expensive, and 22 percent
vices/networks (PCS/PCN). Where last
have concerns that fell outside the payear, conversations about PCS-type serrameters of the Poll. cED
vices wrangled more questions than anBy Leslie Ellis
swers, this year almost half of the
Do you expect to explore alternate access
GM's polled (44 perwithin the next year?
cent) say they intend to offer personal communication
services when they
become available.
Almost athird (31
percent) say they
will not, and aquarter aren't yet sure
whether they'll offer
tetherless telecommunication services.
Responses were
spread regarding
ongoing PCS experimentation. Almost athird, at 27
percent, submit
they have not mon-

Does your syfflrpresently offer alternate
access to local businesses?

Does your system intend to offer personal
II
çommunications services when they become
available?
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Steven Gines
Purchasing Manager,
Jones Intercable

THE CHO!E
CATV PURCHASING.PR.OFESSIONALS

VENDORS FOR CABLE TV AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES
DESCRIPTION: Aerial and underground
cable TV construction; turnkey, fiber optic
construction. Full service construction
contractor serving the CATV, telephone
and power industries.
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TCS Cable, Inc.
(813) 789-6826
WATS
(800) 999-8270
FAX
(813) 787-5077
PO Box 909
Palm Harbor, FL 34682-0909
PERSONNEL: Bobby J. Payne, Chairman;
Scott A. Stevens, President
DESCRIPTION: Full-service
telecommunications contractor, including
as-builts, upgrades, rebuild and new build
construction (coax/fiber/telephone—aerial
and underground); fusion splicing and
testing; subscriber installations; existing
cable (system) engineering evaluations;
FCC compliance testing; complete
sweep/repair services; on-line project
management.

Couplers

BUD
TECHNOLOGIES

BT&D Technologies
(215) 444-6819
WATS
(800) 545-4306
FAX
(215) 444-6868
500 N. Walnut Road
Kennett Sq., PA 19348
PERSONNEL: Ken Miller, Sales Engineer;
Ray Taylor, Business Manager, UK
DESCRIPTION: BT&D's new lx6
broadband monolithic coupler offers a
small footprint, low cost, second sourcing.
Enhanced singlemode multiport coupler
arrays for multichannel splitting and
combining, single window 1x2/2x2 fused
couplers, broadband 1x2/2x2 fused
couplers, feature awider industry
standard temperature range and excellent
temperature stability.

Dist./Suppliers/Reps
MIMI MI

1111111111

•

Your Link with Fiberoptics

FIBERTRON CORP
(714) 871-3344
FAX
(714) 871-5616
1405 E. Orangethorpe Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92631
PERSONNEL: Marlene Spiegel, President;
Henry Cohen, Vice President; Marc
Spiegel, Vice President Sales/Mktg.
REGIONAL OFFICES: East Hanover, NJ

(201) 515-9200, Fax (201) 515-9269
Norcross, GA (404) 409-1700, Fax (404)
409-1702
DESCRIPTION: A full service stocking
distributor of fiber optic cable, cable
assemblies, connectors, couplers, closures,
distribution equipment, innerduct,
modems, multiplexers, splices, test
equipment, tools, tool kits, outlets, and
supplies. Value-added services include:
standard and custom cable assemblies,
applications assistance, and customer
training.

galvanic plating, UL and CSA for
grounding and bonding. Value-added
services include material management,
single-point sourcing, custom product
design and installation training.
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Moore Diversified Products, Inc.
In Kentucky
(606) 299-6288
Outside Kentucky
(800) 769-1441
FAX
(606) 299-6653
1441 Sunshine Lane
Lexington, KY 40505
PERSONNEL: Jim Phelps, President; Liz
Robinson, Sales Service Manager
DESCRIPTION: Moore Diversified
Products, Inc., aprecision metal
manufacturer of CATV security enclosures
for over 8years, introduces aseries of
products designed for fiber optic
installation. The product line includes
underground vaults, aerial fiber storage
racks, overlash rollers, and electronic
cabinets. New in 1993 is acomplete line of
fiber distribution systems, fiber
termination and splicing hardware,
premise distribution systems, and racks
and cabinets.

Drop/Pole Line Hardware

el.

SACHS
Communications Inc.

Sachs Comm. Inc
(404) 382-4114
WATS
(800) 829-7224
FAX
(404) 386-5482
Canada
(514) 636-6560
WATS
(800) 267-2247
FAX
(514) 636-0794
211 Stonewall St.
Cartersville, GA 30120
PERSONNEL: Etta Nix, Inside Sls, Mgr.,
Telco; Sam Zilber, Inside Sls. Mgr., CATV;
Jim Emerson, Mktg. Dir.; Jack Sachs,
Pres.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of
innovative, high quality hardware
products for the construction and
installation of telephone, cable TV and
other telecommunications plant. Products
include suspension, attachment, specialty
tools, plus approved grounding hardware
for pole line, drop line, multiple dwelling
and underground applications. All
products meet the highest specifications;
ASTM and CSA for hot-dip and mechanical
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Cable Security
(205) 742-0050
WATS (National)
(800) 288-1506
FAX
(205) 742-0058
801 Fox Trail
PO Box 2796
Opelika, AL 36803-2796
PERSONNEL: Mike W. Springer, Vice
President of Sales; John Demos,
National/International Accounts
REGIONAL SALES OFFICES: Northeast:
Richard Simile (302) 832-1190; Midwest:
Don Imbody (513) 878-9300; Southeast:
Ernie Cope (800) 288-1506; West Coast:
Matt Arnoldus (805) 379-0034
DESCRIPTION: The industry's number
one manufacturer of high security, low
maintenance apartment boxes and custom
CATV enclosures. Our BeastTM lines of
boxes will eliminate theft of service and
the additional expenses that illegal
hookups create. Theft of service through
cheap apartment boxes is amulti-million
dollar problem. Don't sell your system
short—invest in the best—The BeastTm.

CHAMPION

PHODUCTS

INC.

Champion Products Inc.....(417) 736-2135
FAX
(417) 736-2662
Rte. 1, Box 422
Strafford, MO 65757
PERSONNEL: Carl Tiedt, Vice President,
Operations; Roger Jones, Fiber Optic Sales
DESCRIPTION: Manufactures acomplete
line of fiber distribution enclosures,
headend racks and patch panels. We will
also custom design products to your
specific requirements. Our features include
rugged heavy gauge mill galvanized steel
with proprietary paint finish and stainless
steel hardware. We offer excellent quality
and design at the lowest price.

RELIANCE'!"

COMNI/TEC

Reliance Comm/Tec
Reliable Electric Co. Div. ...(708) 455-8010
FAX
(708) 451-5516
11333 Addison St.
Franklin Park, IL 60131

VENDORS FOR CABLE TV AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES
PERSONNEL: Tom Coyne, Product
Manager, CATV Products; Paul Zoba,
Product Manager, Fiber Optics
DESCRIPTION: Reliance Comm/Tec, a
manufacturer of CATV products for three
decades, offers the industry's widest range
of high quality, high performance outdoor
enclosures for CATV/fiber optic equipment
such as nodes, lasers, repeaters,
amplifiers, and other electronic equipment
requiring protection. Enclosures are
available in both plastic and metal
versions. Additionally, the Access 360
degree pedestals permit complete access to
internal components.

Fiber Duct

/
4,eroquip

A TRIAOVA Company
Aeroquip Corp
(703) 629-5318
WATS
(800) 445-2192
FAX
(703) 629-1264
Rivermont Road
Bassett, VA 24055
PERSONNEL: Robert Comstock, National
Sales Manager; Starlett Hedrick, Inside
Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Aeroquip manufactures
and markets afull line of products for
maximizing fiber cable systems and
installation including FoDuct
multichamber innerduct. FoDuct
maximizes duct optimization by dividing
four inch conduit into 4, 5or 6chambers,
three inch conduit into 2or 4chambers
and two inch conduit into 2separate
chambers, as well as co-occupancy with
existing cable. Aeroquip also has afull line
of cable and duct installation products and
equipment as well as Underground
Products conduit spacer systems.

Management Information
and Billing Systems

cable
oata
Gain from the experience
CableData
(916) 636-5631
FAX
(916) 636-5750
11020 Sun Center Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
PERSONNEL: Bob Crowley, Vice
President, Marketing; Eric Jungemann, Sr.
Vice President and General Manager
DESCRIPTION: CableData offers
integrated subscriber and telephony
management systems and billing services
which provide savings through operational
efficiencies and avenues for improved
customer satisfaction. CableData's stateof-the-art statement production and

mailing facility provides high speed
statement turnaround for the cable and
telecommunications industries and is the
largest centralized First-Class mailer in
the United States.

EDS
EDS
(908) 781-4985
FAX
(908) 719-4556
500 Route 202/206 North
Bedminster, NJ 07921
PERSONNEL: Ted Ehling, Vice President
Sales
DESCRIPTION: Combining industry
expertise and technological know-how has
made EDS the premier information
technology services provider to the
communications industry. In addition to
cable TV providers, EDS serves long
distance, local exchange and wireless
carriers around the world. For over 30
years we've been providing the tools these
companies need to take advantage of
change. Our focus is on providing afull
range of systems and services including
billing platforms, operational and customer
support technologies, financial services,
telemarketing, training services,
consulting, systems development, systems
integration and systems management.

management, contract splicing, training
courses, and 24 hour technical support and
emergency restoration.

Raynet
11%
W1000,11111111111
Raynet Corp
(415) 324-6400
Brussels
011-32-16-271700
FAX
(415) 324-6666
155 Constitution Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
PERSONNEL: Gilles Vrignaud, DirectorVideo Marketing; Ken Pyle, ManagerVideo Marketing; Michael Triboulet,
Director, International Video Marketing
DESCRIPTION: The Raynet Video System
(RVS) from Raynet Corporation is afiber
bandwidth transport and distribution
system for AM, FM, or digital n. QAM
signals in FTTC and FTTLA applications.
RVS is designed to offer state-of-the-art
performance for compressed digital video
channels or up to 80 AM video channels
and is compatible with all conditional
access systems and all transmission
standards such as NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
D2MAC and HDTV.

Optoelectronics

Networks
Amoco Laser Company

CIOMI OFTICALNETWORKS
N
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ONI
(303) 694-9220
WATS
(800) 342-3763
FAX
(303) 740-9420
8101 E. Prentice Ave., Suite 210
Englewood, CO 80111
PERSONNEL: Mike Sparkman, Vice
President Sales; Jack Bryant, Vice
President Marketing
REGIONAL OFFICES: 4905 E. Hunter
Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807, (714) 779-0550,
FAX (714) 777-1627; 2100-A Nancy Hanks
Dr., Norcross, GA 30071, (404) 840-0121,
FAX (404) 840-7902; 888 Thomas Dr.,
Bensenville, IL 60106, (708) 350-7788,
FAX (708) 350-7840; 321 Richard Mine
Rd., Wharton, NJ 07885, (201) 328-0980,
FAX (201) 328-1267; 1620 Crosby Road,
Suite 115, Carrollton, TX 75006, (214) 4462288, FAX (2141242-8421
DESCRIPTION: Optical Networks
International is asystem integrator of
complete fiber optic networks for video,
voice, and data. ONI develops innovative
products with manufacturing partners
worldwide. ONI provides awide range of
services to meet the specific needs of each
customer including system design, project

Amoco Laser Company
(708) 961-8400
FAX
(708) 369-4299
1251 Frontenac Road
Naperville, IL 60563
PERSONNEL: Juan Cerda, Mark Demos
DESCRIPTION: Amoco Laser Company,
the leading producer of diode-pumped,
solid-state laser products for fiber optic communications, features microlasers
targeted for use in externally modulated
applications, providing large optical power
budgets for use in headends or distribution
links. Standard 1.31.1m and 1.5 tun products
feature output powers up to 175 mW.
Amoc,o's rack -mount 1.5-micron optical
fiber amplifier combines saturated output
to 24 dBm and gain to 50 dB for
repeaterless transmission across 400
kilometers.

ceo

ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics, Inc.
WATS
FAX
60 Decibel Road
State College, PA 16801

(814) 238-2461
(800) 233-2267
(813) 238-4065
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CLASSIFIEDS

PRODUCT 8( SERVICES DIRECTORY
THE CITATION IV

IT

Fiber Node Standby Power Supply
•Short Circuit Proof
•Input Transient & Surge Protection

•Pulse Width Modulation Regulation (Patented)
•Automatic Self Test Diagnostics
•Battery Overcharge Alarm
•Status Monitoring Interface (Optional)
•Temperature Compensated Cycle Charging (Patented)

•Auxiliary Generator Input
•Modular Construction
•Available in 3or 5Amp

•One 12 Volt Battery

Control
Technology
Inc.

INDUSTRY PROVEN RELIABILITY AND INNOVATION
For More Information Call JERRY CONN ASSOCIATES, INC.

800-233-7600

AUTHORIZED PARTS CO.
New and Used Converters
Headend & Line Equipment
Leader in Parts Supply

Experienced Export Staff

USA Office: 708-658-6900 •24 hour Fax: 708-658-0582

White Sa-ndi

"Video Poster"TM Page Generator & Controlle
"New Hi -res fonts"
Local Weather
Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
Wind from SW @ 5 MPH
Split screen control allows logo
and text to remain on screen

...Scrolling messages...
12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:92

region

T

«R AMC
"VIDG"
Cable
GI
supplied

514 .
0

COMMODORE 64

•

E

I

Battery'
l'e ggnarce
backed
clock
"BCLK"
ii JAM-Mel litefflalte

e<+k

C hgre al Verna

emir

Logos can display
on Video Poster

Upload & Download Control commands &
pages via modem to Multiple Site Headends

'Hi-Res fonts, Video Page & Character Generator 'Store more than 600 pages
Logos & pictures directly on cartridge '16 colors, 9 letter sizes, Crawl, Flash,
Special effects 'Two (240 hr.) variable size crawls per page Accurate real
time clock & date any location 'Restores & displays pages, time & date even if
power fails! 'Low cost C64 computer (NTSC + Ch 3/4 out) '100 Time and date
event control commands 'Infra-red remote option controls up to 8 VCR's
*Upload & Download pages+commands via modem 'Controls model "RMAV"
& external relays & VCR's 'Generate NTSC color bars + message crawl lines
'User friendl Incl. demo disk with hel • .a• es & Instructions on VHS tape
Model Price *Description of "Video Poster" TM Options: ICall for Demo tape
"RAMC" $289.95; Video Poster; 150 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"RAMX" $349.95; Video Poster; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"VIDG"
$189.95; Video Poster; no Ram-disk, Video cable & manual
"C64"
$159.95; Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
"Modem" $89.95; 1200 baud Hayes compatible plug-in modem for remote page transfer
"BCLK" $69.95; Battery clock (with RAM) restores time & date it power fails
"PK8"
$159.95; Controls 8 relays 4. DVM2; "WX1" & "WSDM "Inputs; Infra-red sender
"WX1"
$189.95; Temp. deg. C. or F. .4 Humidity sensors; Req. PK8
"WSDM" $279.95; Anamometor Wind speed and direction; Req. PK8
"1541"
$189.95; Optional disk drive; external unlimited back up for RAMC/X or VIDG
"RMAV" $CALL; 2to 8 750 "F" stereo or mono video AXB switches
"DVM2" $379.95; Page controlled Digital audlo;10 messages, 2min.
"UPS1" $279.95; Uninterruptible power supply with 5 hour batteries
Cy.°
WSDM

WXI

PK8

to C64

Jumper Cables

NTSC or PAL

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Gilbert AHS
LAC
Off Shore
Amphenol

F to F N to N BNC RCA, F-81
RG-56
RG-59
RG-11
RG-213
AG -214

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

COD

Communications Engineering & Design

Terri Sinner

Classified Advertising Manager

UPS1

"RMAV'

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 926211AastercardlliseDiscoverAmex *PO •CO
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(303) 393-7449

FAX (303) 393-6654

CLASSIFIEDS

PRODUCT 8c SERVICES DIRECTORY
OMMERCIAL CLCCTRONICS,
CATV ENGINCCRING SCRVICCS

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service In Certain Geographic Areas
800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-6834
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 4484, Gate City, VA 24251

•Addressable Converter Repair
Jerrold, S/A, Hamlin, Oak and Zenith
• Remanufacture Sales
• Line/Headend Repair
•Regal Warranty

(800) 336-2237
505 Cypress Creek Rd., Cedar Park, Texas 78613

ENGINEERING/DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION

e

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

•Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

Cable Construction, Inc.
Performance Built Our Company
Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
Harold Bigham

quality service performed on atimely basis

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

(904) 932-6869

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS
TSB "

New Construction •Installs •Balancing •Splicing

1-800-338-9299

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN

LEMCO
CALL

FOR

YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713

STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244
Yankton, SD 57078

(605) 665-1393

(800) 292-0126

TOOLS
E
TE
'
RUD

GET ASUPER DEAL ON ANEW
TELSTA A-28 VAN MOUNTED LIFT

III

$29,995

•Fully Equipped •Ready-To-Go •
•In Stock Coast to Coast for Fast Delivery •

It's The #1 Productivity Tool for the CATV Industry
A-28 Van Mounted Lift
Utility Version Also Available

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351
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MY VIEW

Are we ready?
Forty years ago, we felt the hot breath
of the telcos on our necks as they sought
to lay claim to television as their divine
right. Today, the heat is on both cable
TV and telco as telecommunications
moves inexorably toward competitive
enterprise.
ComNet '93
The recent ComNet Conference and
Exposition at the Washington Convention Center (February 1-4) attracted
thousands of computer and networking
personnel. These people are, rather tentatively, attempting to court cable TV,
about which they understand even less
than do the telcos. A key feature of the
Conference was billed as a"Town Meeting: Telco Entry Into Cable, Information
Services and Manufacturing."
The moderator and conference chairman was Richard E. Wiley, chairman
the Advanced TV Advisory Committee
to FCC, and aformer FCC chairman.
Panelists included representatives of
an RBOC, MCI and GTE, along with
FCC Commissioner Ervin S. Duggan,
the Chairman of the Public Utility Commission, and the President and CEO of
the Newspaper Association of America.
Not surprisingly, there was general
agreement on the panel with the idea
that entry into cable would be in the
public interest.
However, GTE wanted amore "level
By Archer S. Taylor, director and
senior engineering consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates, Inc.

playing field" on which all players observed the same rules.
Since there were no cable executives
on the panel, it took a voice from the
floor to point out that the field was already tilted by exempting telcos from
the obligations of afranchise. Commissioner Duggan said that had been a
close call at the FCC, and may well be
reversed in the courts.
At a splendid over-the-air demonstration of the improved Zenith/ATT
digital spectrum compatible HDTV system, an ATT representative was touting
the high contrast of alarge screen CRT
projection display. The room was darkened, and indeed the contrast was good,
so long as the viewer was seated, not
standing. What would it be like in the
daytime? Well, you shouldn't be watching TV in the daytime. Do you ever
watch football? Never. Does anyone in
your family ever watch soaps? Never.
What can Isay?
Telco people have a lot to learn
Many telco people seem to believe
that what can be done technologically

Today, the heat is on
both cable TV and
telco as
telecommunications
moves inexorably
toward competitive
enterprise.
will automatically be saleable, especially if it seems to be "neat" and "high
tech." Frequently, they overlook the critical matter of "who will pay, and how
much." Services still seem to be priced
on the basis of cost plus an assured
profit. They still fail to distinguish between "subscribers" and "homes passed."
There is no way telco can compete
with cable TV without being exposed
to competition for its historic dominance
of plain old telephone service, known
as POTS. There is no rational way to allocate between regulated and competi-
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tive services the investment in the expensive integrated switched fiber optics plant. Look at the conflict of interest: If most of the cost were allocated to
video services (perhaps according to
bandwidth requirements) it would be
hard to compete profitably; but reducing
the video share to permit competitive
pricing would shunt the burden onto
the rate payers (known as cross-subsidy). So, after fighting this battle at
FCC, and in state PUCs, the courts and
Congress, the matter will ultimately be
turned over to the competitive marketplace.
Cable people have a lot to learn
Is cable ready for this? The Time
Warner announcement is certainly in
the right direction. TCI, Continental,
Cox, Comcast, Adelphia, NewChannels
and others are on amore or less similar
course. Nevertheless, many cable people
also have alot to learn.
For instance, full duplex communication is not the same as the sub-split
two-way capability of the past decade or
two. Cable TV thinking has been locked
into the multichannel concept: the more
the better. Cable needs to figure out
how to package and market its service to
people who do not want 50 or 1000 or
500 channels, whether it is ala carte, or
PPV, or video on demand, or some form
of video dial tone.
In fact, the present dependence of
both cable and broadcasting on discrete
channels and time segments is likely
to change.
The consumer will have "more
choices" (as James Earl Jones puts it),
within limits, from among particular
movie titles, documentaries, news reports, games, information retrieval, interactive education, weather, sports or
even E-mail without waiting for scheduled times and programs.
The deep pockets
While telcos have deeper pockets than
cable, they are also saddled with an
enormous organizational inertia and an
embedded infrastructure that is rapidly
becoming obsolete. IBM's deep pockets
were not enough to overcome the young
innovative activity at Silicon Valley,
where the desktop clones have gone way
beyond the copying stage.
This is what is so provocative about
the Time Warner announcement, coming as it does on top of so many other
constructive responses to the issue of
telco entry into cable that is fast congealing into afait accompli. CZD

BOTTOM LINE
CONMEC'm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
E Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.

E Experienced, factory trained technicians
0 Stringent quality control procedures

E Security clearance of each shipment
El Efficient customer service
E Fast turnaround and devery
BOTTOM IINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.

See us at Cable-Tec '93
Booth # 219-221 in Orlando, FL
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The Power Source Engineered
for Today's Cable TV Networks
P

Zia

Power Cast is available in avariety of
models that operate at 3, 6, 9, 12 or 15 amps
each with the versatility of pole, pedestal or
strand mounting.

ower Cast" is designed for today's
cable systems and unique power source
requirements needed in fiber networks.
Engineered for cool, quiet and efficient
performance, Power Cast power sources
provide you with leading edge technology
and afive-year warranty.

ANTE

b 1p
WrIlia COMMUNICATION SERVICES

Call your local ANTEC Communication
Services representative for your personal
demonstration of the Power Cast power
source.

+

POWER
GUARD
Iron Mountain, Michigan

Anaheim, California
(714) 779-050() •(800) 854-0 4 43

Cleveland, Ohio
(216) 526-0919 •(800) 321-8068

(906) 774-4111 •(800) 624-8358

Atlanta, Georgia

Dallas, Texas
(214) 446-CATV •(800) 231-5006

Seattle. Washington

Denver, Colorado

Wharton, New Jersey

(303) 740-8949 •(800) 841-1531

(201) 328-0980 •(800) 631-9603

(404) 840-7901 •(800) 242-1181
Chicago, Illinois
(708) 350-7788 •(800) 544-5368

(206) 838-9552 •(800) 438-9290

ANTEC Communication Services Headquarters (708) 437-5777
Power Cast is atrademark of Power Guard.
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